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4ABSTRACT
The thin walled box beam is the most economical , 
form of construction for medium and long span bridge 
structures, primarily because of its efficiency in 
carrying eccentric loads. This together with a number 
of other advantages, has led to it being adopted for 
almost all new major bridges.
The research described in this thesis, is 
mainly concerned with the behaviour of single cell 
rectangular box beams, curved in plan. The behaviour 
,of straight box beams under twisting loads has also been 
investigated in the first two chapters as an introduction
Longitudinal restraint against warping dis­
placements and distortion of the cross sections usually 
occur in actual structures, invalidating Saint Venantes 
theory of torsion. The resistance to distortion could 
be provided by the frame action of the walls (continuous 
diaphragm medium) or by concentrated diaphragms'.
, New theories have been developed in order to 
take account of these conditions and mention should be 
made of the early work of Vlasov, Ebner and more recently 
Argyris, in the analysis of straight box beams.
Further developments of Vlasov and Ebner1s theories 
for the analysis of single symmetrical rectangular box 
beams have been made, among them the methods of analysis 
developed primarily for bridge structures by Dabrowski for 
box beams with continuous diaphragm medium and Resinger 
and Richmond for box beams with concentrated diaphragms.
A comparative investigation of these methods and 
Benscoter's theory for box beams with rigid cross sections 
have been carried out. . .
Dabrowski extended his work to the analysis of 
box beams curved in plan. He produced a general theory 
for circular box beams with rigid cross sections and 
derived solutions for several loading systems. The writer 
has considered a different support condition for which 
similar solutions have been derived. Dabrowski suggested 
an approximate method of analysis when distortion of the 
cross section is taken into account, and produced some 
series solutions for the governing differential equation 
for single span beams. The writer has produced a more 
detailed analysis of single span beams and has derived 
exact solutions for loads at the supports which were used 
to extend Dabrowski methods to continuous beams.
Two model tests were carried out, both using 
perspex models. The first was on a straight beam, 66 in. 
long and 6 in. square, with a constant wall thickness of 
-g- in. The second was on a two span continuous circular 
box beam, each span of 84 in. and a radius of 140 in., the 
cross section was 8.025 in. square with a varying thickness
Gof 5/32 in. at the top wall and in. at the other walls. 
Both models were tested under vertically acting distributed 
twisting loads of uniform intensity. The stiff-jointed 
rectangular frame formed by the walls was assumed to 
provide a continuous diaphragm medium. ,
The comparison of the theoretical and experimental 
deflexions for the first test showed a good agreement 
between them. For the second test, reasonable agreement 
was obtained, and it is probable that the discrepancies 
were mainly., due to experimental errors.
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8CHAPTER I 
• ELEMENTARY THEORIES
THEORY OF SAINT VENANT’S TORSION OF BEAMS WITH THIN 
WALLED CLOSED SECTIONS.
The torsion of thin walled closed sections is 
governed by Saint Venant's theory under the following 
assumptions and conditions:
(i) constant and rigid cross section
(ii) constant rate of twist
(iii) cross sections are free to warp out of 
their own planes
(iv) stresses are constant through the wall 
thickness.
An asterisk indicates quantities corresponding 
only to Saint Venant's theory.
1.1 SINGLE CELL CLOSED SECTIONS. .
An expressioh for the shear flow q can be 
derived from the requirements of static equili­
brium
q = T/2A I.1.-1
where T is the torque and A is the enclosed area 
of the cross section (Fig.1). Using virtual 
force method for an elastic member of modulus of 
rigidity G, the torque can be related to the rate 
of twist
*
Known also as the Bredt-Bathe theory for thin tubes
9T = GX- dS^dz 1.1.-2
where 1^. represents the torsion constant of the 
cross section
determinate structure, whereas the multicell tube
web introducing one statical redundancy. >
The determination of-the internal shear 
flows and the rate of twist in terms of the 
external torque implies the use of equilibrium 
and compatibility conditions [1].
Cuts are introduced for each cell and the corres­
ponding unknown shear flows are assumed to be 
acting on each cell at the points of cut. Each 
shear flow stresses only the cell upon which it • 
is acting and.only common webs are stressed 
simultaneously by two different shear flows.
From equations (1.1-1) and (1.1-2), an expression 
for the rate of twist of cell "m" can be obtained
2 OTLTICELL CLOSED SECTIONS.
The single cell tube is a statically
is statically indeterminate, each additional shear
A tube of n cells is shown in Fig.2
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The compatibility condition, that the rate 
of twist is the same for each cell and hence equal 
to the rate of twist -4^*of the whole section,az 1
transforms the set of equations of type (a) for
the "n" cells into 
. . . . . . .
^  -  ' ( b )  ' . •'
- In-i ïnXo + 9 ''>j = //,Jn
where, a'-— %  (c)
' 2G c/e*
The set of equations (b) can be solved for 
unknown q ’. The equilibrium of internal shear 
flows and external torque determines the shear 
flow for any cell "m"
?= .v l -1-s
The rate of twist deVdz ib related to the . 
external torque by
T = ïTGfê ±.1-5
where 2*7 is defined as the torsional stiffness of 
a multicell tube section
I t " A m  I'm 1.1-61
1. "t-b
WARPING DISPLACEMENTS.
1.3•1 Single cell closed sections.
Torsion generally produces warping, i.e. 
initially plane cross sections do not
12
remain plane because of longitudinal displac 
ments. Since no longitudinal restraint is 
assumed, the strained state is defined by 
the torsional shear strains, which are 
related to the longitudinal displacements 
w* and transverse displacements (Fig 1) 
by one of the equations of the Theory, of 
Elasticity.
r = j f v - i F  1.1-7
The torsional shear..strains can be 
expressed in terms of the angle of twist G* 
and the distance r^  to the centre of twist 
(Pig.1) \ '
« > .
e* (e)
Substituting equations (d) and (e) 
into equation (I.1.-7), an expression for 
the warping displacements can be obtained. 
After integration
Defining the quantity between brackets 
as w * the basic transverse distribution 
for warping displacements, equation.(f) can 
be written
13
Equation (8) has been derived by 
Vlasov [2],
'1 ;fiulticell closed sections
The shear strains in equation (1.1-7) can 
also be expressed in terms of the rate of 
twist deVdz. The basic transverse dis­
tribution for warping displacements will. 
therefore be defined, for cell "m"
W*~ -Tiyds +  C 1.1-9
so, equation (1.1-8) becomes
,ri 1.1-10
SHEAR CENTRE
According the Engineer’s Theory of Bending, the 
shear centre is defined as the point through which 
transverse loads must be applied so that no rotation of 
the cross section will occur; in other words, it 
locates the resultant of the shear stresses when the 
structure is only under bending.
From the equation of equilibrium for a differential 
element under bending (Fig.3b)
where crrepresents the bending stresses and q the
corresponding shear flows, an expression for the shear 
flows may he derived
For a cross section referred to a transverse system of
»
coordinates x,y (Fig. 3a)
... d z. *^ xx . '
d r x
For open cross sections the integration of equa­
tion (1.2-1) can start at any free boundary, 0=0, where 
as for closed sections the constant C remains to be 
determined. Introducing a cut, the corresponding 
shear stress %  for the open section can be determined. 
The unknown shear flow at the point of cut will
: •
produce a constant shear flow throughout the section.
Denoting by:
»
a^Q, the relative displacement at the point 
of cut due to % *
a./|/|, the relative displacement at the point 
of cut due to a unit shear flow, 
s, the unknown shear flow.
The condition of continuity of displacements can 
be expressed as follows
s
1.2-1
O
al0 + S a 13 ~ 0 1.2.2
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Equation (1.2-2) determines the unknown shear flow 
s , so that the.total shear stress is known
The equations (1.2-2 and 3) are given by Stussi[5|.
Stiffeners (ribs) and free flanges (Fig.3a) have 
an effect on To but are not affected by the unknown 
shear flow, therefore eq. (1.2-3) is particularly 
affected.
\
For multicell closed sections it will be necessary 
to introduce as many cuts as cells are in the section.
A set of equations of the type (1.2-2) will be obtained 
from which the corresponding shear flows can be found.
The shear centre can be determined as the inter­
section of the resultant shear stresses in the x and y 
directions.
- ' v  '
CENTRE OF WIST.
The basic transverse distribution lv*for warping 
displacements is related to the position of the centre 
of twist. The function w has to fulfill the following 
conditions
j w ' d A ^ O  , JjB'xdA , [wtydA =6 1.3-1 '
The first of equations (1.3-1) determines the 
constant of integration C of equation (1.1-9). The
other equations determine the coordinates of the. centre 
of twist. These conditions of orthogonality define the 
independence between the longitudinal displacements w* 
due to the pure rotation of the cross section and the 
displacements due to bending and normal forces.
Vlasov [2] has derived expressions giving the 
coordinates of the centre of twist (principal sectorial) 
pole)for open cross sections by means of an auxiliary 
warping basic d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h  the centroid as a 
pole. The first term of the function, W* for closed 
sections corresponds exactly to the function u71 for 
open sections, and since the second term does not de­
pend on the position of a pole, similar expressions 
locating the centre of twist may be derived (Fig.3a)
■ . :
The centre of twist will lie on the axes of 
symmetry of the cross section and the constant of 
integration C (eqI.1-9) is equal to zero when the 
integration starts at any point on the symmetry axes.
According to the reciprocal theorem, the shear 
centre must coincide with the centre of twist, and 
this has.been proved mathematically by Fine and 
Williams*'.
* t See references in Benscoter's paper[4}.
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The function tv* is nil for circular cross sections 
and for double symmetrical box sections with the ratio 
b/t^ = a/t^. For rectangular box sections in general 
(Fig.5a), the function tv* after performing the inte­
gration (eq I.1.-9) has the form given in Fig.5bi
The formulae determining the shear centre or the 
centre of twist are given in the two following pages,;.
1 9
T H E  S H E A R  C E N T R E
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According to 2, Chapter I
A -ab
s.c. Shear centre  
e.g. C e n tro id
I t :AAz/ f d s / t
1
■<
- ------- ^
1
5 = 1
a10=/ 1“cls = 2'A(b+av[) a H =/ ^ l2"fc+a T^t+fb^
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According to 3,C hapter I
r-*
'eg.
a/2 a/2
■♦X
Taking th e  c en tro id  as a'pole1 ;
^  =et a / 2 - I t / ( A b t t )
W2=w1 4 -A /2 -It/(2 a tv)
y^-w1b/(w1 "w2)
I^ |= a a(ttwi +tbw2)/6  +at (w1 ywl ^  = Jw^xdA
Yet =lWc%gx/Iyy=y5.c. 
as a check I9^|X=0
N um erica l exam ples
Cross section 1 Cross section 2
a 8.025” 8.00 "
b 8.025" 8.00"
tf 5152" 1 / 8 ’
tb 118" 1/16'
tv 118" 1116’
et 3.7 7 6 7  in. 3.20 U
Ys.c. .J9273dtn. 1 A0635C/I.
yet .192738in. .80635Ln.
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CHAPTER II
MORE GENERAL THEORIES OF TWISTING OF STRAIGHT. BOX BEAMS
The purpose of the following chapter is to present 
some of the basic theories corresponding to the analysis 
of thin walled box beams under twisting loads. Longitud­
inal restraint against warping displacements and distort­
ion of the cross sections usually occur in actual 
structures, invalidating Saint Venant's theory of torsion.
Under certain loads and support conditions, long­
itudinal restraint will occur, giving rise to longitudinal
s
(warping) stresses the effect of which will not be local 
as is normally assumed in Saint Tenant's theory.
When the cross section is deformable in its own 
plane, a twisting system of loads acting on a box beam 
(Fig 6) will be carried by a combination of torsional and 
differential bending action. Their relative magnitudes 
will depend on the resistance of the cross section to 
distortion. This resistance could be provided by the 
frame action of the walls (continuous diaphragm medium) 
or by special concentrated diaphragms.
New theories have been developed in order to take 
account of these conditions. Mention will only be made 
of Vlasov's and Ebner's theories which can be considered 
as two of the most important contributions made in the 
subject. Vlasov's general theory is applicable to multi­
cell box beams, resisting cross sectional distortion by
2 2
m
m / 2 b
m  nm
2a  -f 2 a
c m / 2 b
Torsional fo rces D is to rs io n a î f o r c e s
F i g. 7
2 3
the frame action of their walls. His method may he cons­
idered as a variation of the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure*, 
wherein the transverse distribution of displacements is 
assumed to be known and their spanwise variation as an 
unknown function. Using virtual work methods, the solu­
tion is obtained as a set of differential equations.
Ebner produced a solution for doubly symmetrical single
box beams, where the cross sectional distortion is resis-
>-
ted by concentrated diaphragms ; it is based on virtual 
force methods which,are used to determine influence 
.coefficients. His method of solution represented a great 
advance for dealing with practical problems.
Independently, theories have been developed for 
thin walled beams with rigid cross sections* , from which 
Benscoter's theory [4] can be considered the most suit­
able for engineering purposes.
. \  . < ' •
Further developments of Vlasov's and Ebner's
theories for the analysis of single symmetrical rectang­
ular box beams have been made. Only the methods of anal— 
>
ysis developed by Dabrowski [5] for beams with continuous 
diaphragm media, Resinger [6] and Richmond [7] for beams 
with concentrated diaphragms, together with Benscoter's 
theory, will be discussed here.
* See Argyris [12]
**See references in Benscoter's paper [4]
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•1* THEORY OF TWISTING- OF BOX BEAMS WITH UNDEFORMABLE 
CROSS SECTIONS.
Benscoter [4] has developed a general theory for 
twisting of non uniform beams with thin walled multi­
cell cross sections. In reducing that theory to the 
case of single cell rectangular box beams, some simpli 
fications are introduced in the equations of the gen­
eral theory. The. assumptions for this particular case 
are as follows:
(i) the cross section is constant and 
undeformable in its own plane
(ii) the stresses are constant throughout 
the wall thickness . '
(iii) the warping displacements are assumed 
to have the same basic transverse
. •
distribution as would occur in Saint 
Venant torsion. This assumption may 
be regarded as equivalent to neglecting 
the effect upon the strained state of 
the structure, of the secondary shear 
* stresses equilibrating the warping
stresses. These secondary effects 
have been studied by Stussi (8).
The reference axes and coordinates are shown in 
Fig. 4. * '
The fundamental elasticity equations relevant to
2 5
this problem are as follows:
(i) equations relating stresses, strains 
and displacements:
r=Gif (a)■ Ë
CT=Ef£ where E' = (b) 11*1-1
since no transverse strains are assumed
■ ' ' («)
(d>
(ii) differential equation of equilibrium
is: 4.4^  = 0 11.1-2à*. às
(iii) equilibrium of internal and external 
forces
( qrds  = T . H . 1 _ 3
A
(iv) continuity of axial displacements
$ TE ds =0 II. 1-4
,1 THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF TORSIONAL WARPING.
In Saint Venant torsion, the spanwise variation 
of warping displacements is defined by the rate of 
twist ; for the case of restrained torsion, 
the variation is defined by an unknown function ^  , 
and the warping displacements can therefore be 
expressed:
lu *= -  uj * II.1-5
The differential equation of equilibrium 
(II.1-2) can be expressed in terms of displacements 
by means of equations (II.1-1)
Benscoter has solved equation (II.1-6) by 
using Galerkin's method , together with the compat­
ibility and equilibrium equations (II.1-5) and 
(II.1-4). Alternative solutions are given in the 
form of differential equations having 11 fh or "g" 
as unknowns
■ E ' l m^  - G I f ^%  0  . '11*1-8'
and for which, new properties of the cross section 
have been introduced. •
Warping second moment of area II.1-9
A
Central second moment of area X c ~ ( r fd A  II.1-10
A
and the coefficient II.1-11
-Zc
the functions ”f" and ”<911 are related by
É -g %  ' 11.1-12
2 THE DETERMINATION OF STRESSES
1.2.1 Warping stresses.
By combining the equations (II.1-1) and (II.1-5)
See Argyris (12)
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an expression for the warping stresses 
may he derived
' • ' - ,
F", = - E ' w *  H .  1-13
which requires previously the solution of 
the differential equation (11.1-7).
An alternative way involves introducing 
a generalized longitudinal force relative to 
the warping stresses and denoted as the 
“warping Moment11B, the corresponding general­
ized kinematical displacement will be taken 
as • By definition of a generalised
force z
B x l^ h T w 'W 'd A
4
and then substituting CT^
B - - E '
and by definition of ."warping second moment 
of area"
B  = -  E ' la ; * . II.1-14
A differential equation having B as un­
known can be obtained by combining equations 
(11.1-7) and (11.1-14)
f i g  r II.1-15 •
whereÆ = V ^ l â  '
E 'lu )*-
The warping stresses may now be given by
RL ÂÛ* . .. II. 1-16
J-uj*
The functions and defining the rate
2 8
of twist and the spanwise of the warping 
displacements respectively, can also be 
expressed in terms of the warping moment B, 
as follows
i
i') 11.1-17
Shear flows.
.The shear flow consist of two parts.
One part equilibrates the external torque 
(primary shear flow) ^  and the other is in 
equilibrium with the warping stresses (secon­
dary shear flow) ç2
+ (a)
The primary shear flow is given by 
equation (1.1-1)
(j - - I —
The secondary shear flow can be obtain­
ed by combining equations (11*1-2) and (11.1=1
9 t - r t
m ' '
The constant of integration 0 is deter­
mined by the condition of nullity of the 
torque produced by the secondary shear flows
2 9
C = ~ Â  f  (  fa*dAyt ds II.1-19
A °
denoting fcü*dA-+C II. 1-20
°
and substituting back into equation (a) the 
values of q^  and q2 given above, an expression 
for the total shear/ flow is obtained
frr5A II. 1-21
For a thin walled rectangular box beam 
as shown in Fig. ^a the constant 0 is given •
<: = ^ - [ ^ t  I - 3 Av C5 - ^ ) ' i  Ab p ] II . 1-22 
where f t = ^4. -
The functions w^and Sw^are shown in 
Fig. 5b and 5d. The secondary shear flows 
form a set of distortional forces.
ANALYSIS OF SINGLE SPAN BOX BEAMS.
The box beam shown in Fig. 6 is of constant 
cross section and is simply supported with no warp­
ing restraint at the ends. Solutions have been 
obtained for the following two loading systems :
30
(i) uniformly distributed twisting 
couples "m"
(ii) a warping moment Bg applied at 
the right hand support(2)*
Numerical examples for a beam having differe­
nt cross sections subjected to the first loading 
system are also given. The dimensions and the span 
adopted for these examples are similar to those adop­
ted for the model tests.
1.3.1 Uniformly distributed twisting couples "m".
The support reactions can be obtained 
from the requirements of static equilibrium, 
and the torque T at any section z will there­
fore be given by
T= m(L/2 -z) 11*1-23
In solving the differential equation for
the warping moment B, which is
B"-k2B= - /m 
having the boundary conditions of
Bz=0 = Bz=0 =0 
the corresponding expression for the warping 
moment B is obtained
B=-(/yk^)m(£ (1-coshkL)sinhkz/sinhkL +
coshkz -l]
II.1-24
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m=7643 lb. in./in.
L=84"
' ,h '
y !
1 A et
b ' '
c
P ro p e r t ie s  of the cross section
Cross section 1 Cross section2 Cross sections Cross section 4
a 8.025” 8.00 8.00 4.00
b 8.025” 8.00” 6.00” 3 .0 0 ”
tt 5 /3 2 ” 1/8” 1/8” 1/4”
tb 1/8” 1/16” 1/8” 1/4”
tv 1/8” 1/16” 1/16” 1/4”
et 3.77647" 3.200” 3 0 0 ” 1.50”
y&c. .1927385” .40635" 0 0
.8216985 in.1 2.031746in.1 2 .400 in .2 -428571in .1
f3 -1.0625 -1.250 -1.00 -1.00
Ixx 46.868029 in.4 27.7333 in.4 2 0.250 ini 5.625 in.4
Iw 1.0185932in‘ 4 .25699 in4 5.2799 in* .214285 in.4
It 68.001976 inf 36.57143 in4 28.80 in> ,285714in.4
Ic 68.191527 inf 37.357521 in? 30.00 in.* 10.500 in.4
A - .0027797 .0210424 .040 .0204082
k .2455844/in .2423867/in. .266287/in. .56 4 24 /in.
Warping stresses ^ ,(T o rs io n a l)
Cross section i Cross section 2 Cross section 4 Cross section4
0
0.1 L 
03 L 
0.5 L
0
-,2 48  lb /in f 
- .2 8 3 6  ” 
- 2 8 4 2  ”
0
-1.136 lb/in.1 
-1304 ” 
-1.306 "
0
-1.750 lb/inf 
-1.957 ” 
-1.960
0
.971 lb/in.* 
979 ” 
.980 ”
Rotational angle efrad^
0 0 0 0 0
OIL .000238 .000443 .000563 .00157
0.3L .000555 .001033 .001312 .00367
0.5L .000661 .001229 .001561 .00437
3 2
Substituting the values of T,B and 
dB/dz into equations (II.1-17) and (II.1-18). 
then, df/dz =(m/kGI^) ^sinhkz -(1-coshkL)
sinhkz/sinhkL
+k(L/2-z)] '■ II. 1-25
and by integrating equation (II.1-18a) for 
the following boundary conditions
9z=0 = 6z=L =° 
then, e= (m/GI-j) [z (L-z)/2 - fi] II. 1-26
where the warping moment B is given in eq. 
(11.1-24)
1.3.2 A warping moment Bg applied at the right hand 
support (2).
The torque resulting from the warping 
moment applied at a support cannot be deter­
mined from the requirements of static equil-
- v
ibrium along. The differential equation for 
the warping moment B takes the form
B” - k2B = 0
Solving this equation for the following 
conditions
Bz=0 = 0 ' Bz=Ii gB2 
gives, B= BgSinhkz/sinhkL II.1-27
The beam is released for rotational 
displacements at support 2. The expression
33
for B (eq. II.1-26) remains unchanged and 
the rotational angle <9 at that support will 
he given by
®20= -B2/GIT 
A unit torque applied at the released 
support produces a rotational angle
022 = L//GIT 
The torque reactions at the supports, 
producing a constant torque throughout the 
beam can now be determined from the condition 
of nullity of 0 at support 2, which gives
T= B2/L II.1-28
The warping function df/dz and the twis­
ting angle 9 will be given by the following 
expressions
df/dz = (B2/GIt) (1/L -kcoshkz//isinhkL)
II.1-29
© = (Bg/GI^) (1/L - sinhkz/sinhkL)II.1-30 
which have been obtained as described in 1.3.1#
1.4. CONTINUOUS BOX BEAMS.
The condition of continuity introduces as
statically indeterminate quantities the warping
moments B_ at the intermediate supports. These may n
be determined from the equations of compatibility 
when warping releases are made over the supports.
For a two span continuous beam as shown in 
Fig.11 the equation of compatibility at 2 is as 
follows
Bp M B + f{ = 0 
^ 1 22 20
where, Bp is the unknown warping moment at 2 5 /{2o 
is the total generalized warping displacement (df/ 
dz) in the released structure due to the external 
loads.
)\ 2p is the total generalized warping displacement f 
in the released structure due to a unit warping 
moment at 2.
TWISTING OF RECTANGULAR BOX BEAMS WITH DEFORMABLE
CROSS SECTIONS.
2.1. BOX BEAMS WITH A CONTINUOUS DIAPHRAGM MEDIUM.
Dabrowski's method [5] implies the splitting 
of the analysis into two stages. In the first 
stage, the cross section is assumed undeform- 
able and the analysis is carried out according 
to Benscoter's theory (II.1).' The cross section 
is then considered deformable under a, system of 
distortional external forces (Fig.7) statically 
equivalent to zero which will give rise to long­
itudinal displacements and stresses.
In order to differentiate results from the 
two stages, the subscripts I and II will be used
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respectively. By superimposing results from 
both stages, the final displacements and stress­
es are obtained.
The limitations and assumptions for the 
stage II can be summarized as follows:
(i) The beam under consideration is a
single cell box beam with rectang­
ular cross section constant throu­
ghout its span.
The effect of the distortional shear 
forces from ëtage I are considered 
to be negligible as discussed by 
Dabrowski [5] so that only external 
distortional forces are considered.
The walls of the cross section are 
rigidly connected along the corners.
(iv) Bending stresses and deflections of 
any individual wall may be deter­
mined according to the Engineering 
beam theory (linear variation of
displacements) and the effect of
u'pon
the shear strains Into the deflex-
. f
ions may be neglected.
(ii)
(iii)
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The longitudinal displacements can be ex­
pressed as follows
were Wjj represents the longitudinal displace- 
in stage II.
w is the function assumed to be known and 
defining the transverse distribution of w%.
£j-£ is the unknown function defining the 
spanwise variation of w
The condition of linear variation of dis­
placements over the cross sections and the null­
ity of the resultant of the stresses
makes the function w take the form given in 
Fig.8b.
For rectangular single cell box sections 
the function w*(I.1.3 and 11.1*1) and w have the 
same basic form.
By means of equations (II.1-1) and (II.1-2), 
expressions for the distortional warping stresses 
0 ^  and shear flows Cj^  can be obtained as 
follows
A  21 JA JA
[<rw d A = 0 , [(T ^-xdA ^û , (rWa ydA=o II. 2-2
11.2-3 
,11.2-4
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The differential equation of distort­
ional warping.
The distortion of the cross section 
may he defined by the distortional angle# 
which measures the change in the angle 
originally made by the walls (Fig.9) and 
it can be expressed in terms of the defl­
ections of each individual wall
ii.2-5 •
where, v is the deflection of the vertical 
walls
uf and u v are the deflections 
of the horizontal walls.
a,b are the overall dimensions of. ' 
the cross section.
The stresses in any wall can be 
related to its in-plane deflections, 
for the vertical walls 1
• E v “ 6 ^ K J
/
for the horizontal walls
,(//= - Ef (b)
II.2-6
ub - - ^ f Z  (c)a il
Differentiating twice equation 
(II.2-5) and combing with equations (II.2-6)
"h" «  II-2-7
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The distortional stiffness of the 
cross section per unit length K is defined 
as the necessary distortional forces (K 
is the value at the horizontal walls) to 
produce an angle X =1. It can be obtained 
by analysing the cross section as a rigid 
frame for which the deformed state of the 
released structure is known, as shown in 
Fig, 9 for 2f =1 • By finding the bending 
moments at the corners due to the condit­
ion of rigidity of the joints, the stiff­
ness K can be obtained as the correspond­
ing shear forces produced by those bending 
moments.
For the cross section shown in Fig.8a 
K - 2 ± E ! lv _
■K“ q b z II.2-8
where,
q-
X++Th ^ b . I+ Ib  II.2-9
I v  11 I ?
E'=E/1-v2
It, 1^ and Iv represent the 
second moment of area of the 
top, bottom and vertical walls 
respectively.
The values of the transverse bending 
moments m^ and m^ at the corners are 
given by
4 0
n t . . k p ( , . £ - g  -)
Tv
II.2-10
a .Tv
The distortional angle if produced by 
any system of distortional forces D(Fig. 
10) can then be expressed as follows
zf=-8- h . 2-11
The distortional forces acting on the 
structure are the resultant shear forces 
equilibrating the longitudinal stresses, 
and the external forces.
A differential element of the box is 
loaded by the difference of shear flows at
both faces of the elements as shown in
\ ;
Fig.10.
The distortional forces at each wall
are for the horizontal walls
5 h= f %ds  (d) h . 2 - 1 2
for the vertical walls 
S v - /  q'ds (b)
o
Differentiating once the equation 
(II.2-4) and substituting it into equat­
ions (H.2-12)
5yy= E f / f s w d s  ( 3 )
S v=  EFjr J  S w d s  (b )M  J II.2-15
The contribution %^of the internal 
shear forces and Sy in the distortional 
angle ^ can be obtained by means of eq#■ 
(II.2-11)
Xfa = II. 2-14
A
where, VV* = E j  Sends
and for the cross section shown in Fig.8a, 
the value of W, after performing the inte­
gration, is given by
  3  / <3 ^  ^6.
v . e j M d m . .  ■ n.2-15
' A v
where, A^ ., and A^ . represent the
area of the top, bottom and the vertical
walls of the box beam, respectively.
The contribution of the external, 
forces can be similarly obtained as above
m
‘ II. 2-16
and the distortional angle can therefore 
be expressed as follows
Ycfn + Ym
By substituting into this equation 
the expressions for ^ a n d  Ym given in eq. 
(II.2-14 and 16). The basic differential 
equation governing the distortional warping
4 2
(stage II of the analysis) can he obtained
r +  4X4if=-Æ-r II. 2-17
where,
A - n z — r.
V 4 WA*
The determination of stresses.
The calculation of the longitudinal 
stresses (Tw^  and the shear flows qjj for 
a known value of the function Y can be 
done by means of the following equations
Ucujj. ^  -  EA *ü) r  \ II.2-18
= y  11.2-19
where, Sco = fw d A  + Coq II.2-20 
A
and for the cross section shown in Fig.
8a, the value of C- is given by
> •
Cco ^ M i- [A ^ A vr B - ^ ) - 4 : Ahl i ]  II.2-21
" 3
Equations (II.2-18 and 19) are obta­
ined by combining equations (II.2-3, 4, 
and 7).
.Although the assumed transverse 
distribution of the warping displacements 
and stresses given by the function w has 
remained undefined, it can be seen that 
the resultant stresses ( 01^ and qjj) 
and deformations (# ) are completely
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dependent of the actual values of of 
the function w.
Equation II.2-1 can be written as 
follows
tuM = -  a  ( a *) f  II. 2-22
where the function w has now definite 
values equal to .
)
• * * * )
A longitudinal generalized force 
Bjj (distortional warping moment) and its 
corresponding generalized displacement 
may be introduced. Similar equations 
relating the distortional warping moments 
with the generalized warping displacements 
and with the stresses can be similarly 
obtained as described for beams with rigid 
cross section. An alternative way, using 
the analogy between the governing differ­
ential equation of a beam over elastic 
foundation, which is,
and eq. (II.2-17), permit the following 
relations to be obtained
II.2-23
II.2-24
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where WA*b/E may be defined as the "dis­
tortional warping second moment of area".
2*1.A. ANALYSIS OF SINGLE SPAN BEAMS.
The rectangular box beam as shown in 
Fig.6 is of constant cross section and is 
simply supported with no warping restraint 
at the ends. Distortion of the end cross 
sections is prevented by rigid diaphragms. 
Similar distortion elsewhere is resisted 
by a continuous diaphragm medium produced 
by the stiff-jointed rectangular frame 
. formed by the walls.
Solutions have been obtained for the 
stage II of the analysis and for the two 
following leading systems
(i) uniformly distributed vertical 
twisting couples ”m"
(ii) and warping moment BP appliedIS C-
at the right hand support.
The stage I solutions for the loading
. . obfa/ned
system (i) can be from the equations der­
ived in the analysis of single span box 
beams with rigid cross section (1.3*)•
Numerical examples for beams having 
the same span and cross section dimensions 
of the previous examples are also given 
(numerical examples 2).
2.1 A . 1. Loading system (i): uniformly 
distributed vertical twisting 
couples "m”.
The solution of the govern­
ing differential equation (II. 
2-17)» which is
'tf'V 4 X1 Ï  = m/2WA*ti
with the following boundary 
conditions
%z=0 = 4=L =0
r;=0 =!fz=L =°
' V . \cosh Az.cosAz— ZsinhXz XI# 2-25 
ZKbL
, ' WJêkëœïàk.5 Az cosAz +
? sinUUcoshXL-cosXQ  r ^ t , ^ ^ .  f
. C o s h 2 \ L - c o s Z \ L
The first and second deri- 
/ vatives of the function which 
define respectively the span- 
wise variation of the warping
BOX BEAMS W IT H  A CONTINUOUS DIAPHRAGM M EDIUM
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 2 
Stage II
m=7.643 lb.in./in
L-À. V., \ Distortional 
fo rces  v 
(s ta g e  I I ) .
P ro p e rtie s  of the cross section (dimensions are given in num.ex.1 )
Cross section 1 Cross section 2 Cross section 3 Cross section 4
1 1.7401491 1.5087719 1.166667 23333
K 16.087605 lb/in. 23338577 lb/in. 5.3 6572 8 . lb/in. 686.81318 W in.
7.8061364 in.2 7.1111 in.à 6.00 in.2 1500 in.2
W /w 594322.17 lb. in? 371250.00 lb.in’ 371250.00 lb.in? 23 6250100 lb. in?
A .03051359/in . .02168216/in. .02785722 /in . .14836412/in.
W arp ing  s tresses  C f^ ^ D is to rtio n a l)
0 0 0 0 0
0.1 L -4 4 .4 9  lb/in? -119.8 lb/in? -112.5 lb/in.2 -13.52 lb/in.*
0.3L -  87 58 " -  266.6 " -2323 + .658
0.5L -9 7 .6 -312.1 -  264.2 " + .01 "
/
Distortional angleK (rad.)
0 0 0 0 0
0.1 L .00769 .0255 .02645 .00168
0.3L .01956 .0657 .06765 .00189
0.5L .02384 .0807 .08269 .00185
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displacements and stresses are 
as follows
2 . 1 Leading system (ii) : a warping
moment Bg applied at the right 
hand support*
The governing differential 
equation (II.2-17) and the 
boundary conditions for this
particular loading case are as 
follows
YL_ 771X fe Çcosh ÀL- CosX Û (sinh XL+sin A L\c m Li-
U — O T /  L  I 9 \ I — me. ? y I2Kb L Cosh 2 M  - cos 2A L
2 Ccoshl / > A  fsinXL-s/nhlO^fj 
Cosh 2\L-cos2\ L
cOSÀ-z + sihhAz, cosA-z —c o s h s ' / / ? A z J
17- 2 s)nXL(cosh'XL~cosM) 
cosh 2X L- cos Z\ L
Z stnhALCœshXL-cosXÛ 
Cosh ZXL — cosZKL
if IV+ 2f = 0 
rz=c,= yz=i= ° 
■JTS-o-0
V'l _  -
dz=L V V A f b
which solved gives,
^  A2WA'%(coshZ\L-cos2\C) cosh^L sinAL
sinhAz, cosAz- sinhXLcosAL coshAz s/z?Az)
II.2-26
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‘ and differentiating this equation 
respectively once and twice,
? ,W A *b % sh  ZAL-cosZM.-) [(slnML cos)[U  
co°>h\L sinXL')  GlnhXz, s i n t e  +  (slnhÀLcosÀL
- c o s h  XLsinAL") coshXz  cosAz]
■ - W A-kec U 2 , L- c a i m [ ’‘ M m ; 'L
s ink  X z  ccsÀ z  ^  coshXL stnAL coshXz sinA z j
. ANALYSIS OF CONTINUOUS BEAMS.
A similar procedure as described 
for beams with rigid cross sections may 
be used. The equations of compatibility 
at the intermediate support for a two 
span continuous beam (see 1.4), may be 
written as follows
f l l z ^ z o - 0
where, Bg is the warping moment at 
support 2
yY^ois the generalized warping 
displacement due to the external loads 
and must include the results from both 
stages, i.e.,
Azo ■ tio +A?0.
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The result from stage I, as given in 
(beams with rigid cross section) 
must be multiplied by a factor - iv*juJd(A*) 
which gives the ratio between the basic 
transverse distribution of warping 
displacements adopted for each stage.
is the generalized warping 
displacement due to a unit warping 
moment at support 2, and which may be 
obtained directly from the equations 
given in the stage 11(2.1.4.), by cons­
idering negligible the effect of the 
shear strains.
BOX BEAMS WITH CONCENTRATED DIAPHRAGMS .
The box beam shown in Fig.12 is of constant 
cross section and is simply supported with no 
restraint against warping at the ends. The beam 
is assumed, to have no resistance to distortion 
in between the supports, at which rigid diaphragms 
are provided to prevent distortion of the end 
cross sections.
It has been shown [6,7] that the stresses 
and deflexions produced by vertical twisting cou­
ples "m" acting on a box beam under the conditions 
described above can be determined by considering
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m /b
1 1 l— H-m/b
Fig. 12
□ —  ---- □  At=aU/6
(a)
I —-----— £_j À5=a b^/G
i— rr
b
T3— cr~o
r r i _n.
T T t — — — — — — i h At= 211 /a
(b)
cz]~ — db Ay= 21^ 3'
Fig.13
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an equivalent two beam system under two independ­
ent vertical loads m/b, one upwards and the 
other downwards. Each equivalent beam will con­
sist of a web identical to the vertical wall of 
the box and a concentrated flange with a cross 
sectional area equal to 1/6 of the area of the 
horizontal walls for cross sections of the type 
shown in Fig.13a; for more complex cross sections 
(Fig.13b) the top and bottom flange areas are 
respectively given by
= 2 lyy/b2 = 2lÿy/b2
t b
where lyy and lyy are respectively the second 
moment of area of the top and bottom deck assem­
bly about the vertical axis. The second moment 
of area of the equivalent single beam can
be calculated in the usual way and the stresses 
can therefore be expressed as follows
(T= Mx y/IEff
q = Sy Q/IEf,
where Mx and Sy are respectively the bending mom­
ent and shear forces produced in the equivalent 
single beam by the external force m/b, CT and y 
are respectively the warping stresses and shear 
flows, Q is the moment of area of the equivalent 
beam. The final stress distribution is given in 
Fig.14.
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As can be seen from the actual stress distr­
ibution, the load is carried by differential bend­
ing, i.e. pure torsional shear flows cannot be 
developed. In order to develop the torsional 
action of the box beam, intermediate diaphragms 
of sufficient stiffness must be provided.
A box beam with intermediate diaphragms may 
be thought of as a series of bays between dia­
phragms. The methods of analysis may be class­
ified as displacement (stiffness) or force 
(flexibility) methods as in general structural 
analysis.
The or influence coefficient method as 
developed by Ebner and extended by Resinger [6 ]  
belongs to the last group, it requires a suitable 
choice of redundant forces which can be obtained 
from the conditions of compatibility. Argyris
[12] has presented a matrix formulation of the 
methods and of the displacement or stiffness 
method, with special reference to the analysis of 
complex structures of modern aircraft wings. 
Richmond [?] working with similar quantities as 
those suggested by Ebner and Resinger, has devel­
oped a displacement method; the end forces in a 
bay are expressed in terms of the end displace­
ments and from the conditions of static equil­
ibrium between bays, a system of simultaneous
\
i,
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(a)
nm
'F ic tic io u s / ' 1 Warping 
supports  re leases
Reactions at the
ficticious supports
r  :: 3
mf
X/b
End i
X/b,
Shear force intensity 
at edges of all p lates
q=T2T
X/b
End i-1
F i g . 1 6
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equations having the displacements as unknowns 
can he derived.
2.2.1. THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT METHOD.
In the following discussion the method
of solution will he outlined for the single
span cases mentioned ahove. A further 
*
idealization however will he made to the 
equivalent heam system described earlier 
and that is that in order to estimate shear 
effects the flexural stiffness of the equ­
ivalent beam is entirely represented, by 
two flanges ; vertical webs and horizontal 
walls will only carry shear stresses of 
constant intensity over the full depth of 
any wall.
The beam shown in Fig.15a is released 
only for longitudinal displacements at the 
end of each bay. The unknown forces acting 
along.the flanges of the equivalent beam 
and forming equal and opposite couples X 
(warping moment) will be taken as the 
statically indeterminate forces. These 
• - unknown forces can be determined from the 
conditions of compatibility for displace­
ments (warping rotations ID) between bays.
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Ficticious supports may be included 
at diaphragms positions (Fig#15a) and the 
reaction at these ficticious supports may 
then be applied in the opposite direction 
on the released structure (Fig.j5b)* By 
superimposing these effects, the total 
displacements in the released structure 
are then obtained.
The reactions at the ficticious supp­
orts can be split into two groups, pure 
torsional and pure distortional forces.
By applying the pure torsional forces on 
the released structure, the torque acting 
in each bay can be found; the pure dis­
tortional forces will only stress the 
diaphragms.
A warping moment X acting at one end 
will stress the bay as shown in Fig. 16, 
inducing warping displacements in that bay 
and also in the adjacent bays due to 
stresses in the diaphragms (there is an 
analogy to beams over elastic supports).
The end warping rotations due to 
the external forces, and the influence 
coefficients which give the end warping 
rotations u). . for unit warping moments at
■t'l •
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*---1 ÜJ
(X'-2 ) C.-i )/t  )L>--------- (xi+1 ) (^ i+2
Node i-2 
Cell
i-1 i+r
i+1 i+2
Equation o f compatibility bciu/ee.n bay I  and boy zV/
^l-e +^ L 0)LtL + Xt+J uJCtUÎ t X ^ z u>iji¥.L + uJi)0 “
assuming I<sff is constant throughout the beam and eyaa/ to _Z/
E w i’ L- t  mTtrjF t~ +( i + t t i ]
e»lMi +Ûzi "itZ t *
t L  d [4>i+i ui+l
/ = îùz L d M
k+ifci h+l ti+2 tl+1 ' di+i v- ti+i ti Jd/J
ôé>;
E  a/tb + Q/t+ + 2t>/tv
9m
- V L r ± + 1 — \  y . ^  , c —jG a * *  
di \ k  lui) fin di+i £  a/i^ta./ti-2b/tv
wherey X  ore He unknown üuarp/ng moments
li } is the moment o f  inert/a o f  the eça/votent beam 
(ti, cs the idea//zed thickness of the d/aphrngm {Sf) 
fL*Qnd f  are parameterso f  the cross secfio/?given above 
02 /5 the constant toryc/e }n bay c 
M l , /s twice the e/ferna! J/stortionatforce onthe d/ophragm (s/e )
M l } M't are respectve/y the bending momentdue to the externa/ 
Loads * and a unit moment at the node i ^
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the different hays may he obtained by 
using virtual work. The equation of 
compatibility for a node i , together with 
the expressions for the and y ,
warping rotations are given in page £6 .
2.2.2. THE DISPLACEMENT METHOD.
In the displacement method as develo­
ped by Richmond [?], the end forces in a 
bay are expressed in terms of the end dis­
placements (Figs. 1? and 18) and from the 
equilibrium conditions between bays a 
system of simultaneous equations having 
the displacements as unknowns can be 
derived.
By means of virtual force methods, 
the following equations for the end dis­
placements of a bay without diaphragms 
may be derived
Euii = xi,i(V 5Ii+ Y V i )  + xi-i,i(- ' V 6Ii +
V i i f p  + Qi^/ ïj.) + E (vi-vi-i
E = Xi,L ( - J j I  + ~ji~f>') +X i- i , t ( '3 X i+ 'x îf l * )
' E Cyt -  y t-,)
II.2-27
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Pure rotation Pure d istortion
Fig17
2Wi / 2
Qij /2_ W
Uj i +VM  31
End \A
V - V j  12
Endi Element of box
around diaphragm i
Diaphragm
’ Fig. 18
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where the distortional displacements 
and v^ _/| are defined by the distortional 
displacements of the diaphragms, which 
are assumed to be acted upon by distort­
ional forces of the same form and sign 
as those acting on the end of the bays (V>)
EVi = Vj/di II.2-28
Equations (II.2-27) can be inverted 
in order to express the forces in terms of 
the displacements. In matrix form
Si-1 ,i = ( YAA^iA i-1 + ^
’ II.2-29
Si,i = ( YBA^i^ i-1 +  ^YBB^i^i 
%
where S is a column matrix of end forces 
and A  is a column of matrix displacements. 
These equations are completely defined in 
reference
The equilibrium conditions at a node 
i can be written as follows
Si + Si,i + Si,i+1 =Pi II.2-30
where is the column matrix (0, , 0)
and is the column matrix of external 
forces (W^, CL).
GO
The leftside of equation (11,2-30) 
can be written in terms of the displace­
ments by means of equations (11,2—28) and
(II.2-29),
i-1 + [ ^ B b A  + (YAa A +1+ Yi]^ + 
(YAB>i+1A i+1 “V E H - 2-31
0 0 0 
0 ^ 0  
0 0 0
Repeating for all diaphragm positions 
leads to a set of matrix equations with 
the group of Y matrices forming the sub- 
matrices of the complete stiffness matrix, 
which can then be modified by introducing 
the support conditions and then solved 
for the unknown displacements.
where,
Yi
CHAPTER III
THE THEORY OF THIN WALLED BOX BEAMS CURVED IN PLAN WITH 
RIGID CROSS SECTIONS.
Dabrowski [10] has developed a theory for analysing 
curved box beams which includes the effect of longitudin­
al restraint against warping displacements. The curvat­
ure of the beam is assumed to be circular. The theory and 
its applications to the analysis of circular beams with 
"torsional stiff supports" as given by Dabrowski, and the 
writer's further development of this work by varying • 
support conditions, will be discussed here.
1. THE BASIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE THEORY.
1.1. THE EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM.
The forces acting on a differential element 
of a curved box beam, together with the reference 
axes and coordinates are shown in Figs. 19 and 
20. The horizontal transverse forces and twist­
ing moment are referred to the shear centre.
From the conditions of static equilibrium 
for the element, the following system of equations 
is obtained:
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Sx+Sxdz
Sy+Sydz
Mx
Fig: 19
Fig. 20
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âz r
â§z +
dz
dN
dz r
III.1-1
—  + (T+Sx.y )/r - Sÿ =0
Arr û ^ *dz
m y Sx =0dz ; v.,
—  + (Mx + Ny )/r + a =0
' dZ . ^ SC •
where » N is the normal force acting along the z
- axis. ' .
Sx,Sy are respectively the shear forces 
along the x and y axes.
Mx,Hy are respectively the bending moment 
in the vertical(yz) and horizontal(xz)
, planes. :
T is the twisting moment.
p ,p and m are the external transverse . ■fc'x’-^ y
forces and twisting couples.
y is the distance from the shear centre ° sc
to the centroid of the cross section.
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THE FORCE DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS.
Under the same assumptions made for the case 
of straight box beams (1, chapter II) the warping 
displacements w and stresses %  due torsion, can 
be expressed by similar equations
w = wMf/dz. II1.1-2
O' =-Ew*d^f/ dz^ ■ ' III.1-3
(U
The longitudinal strains & for any point of 
the cross section can be expressed as follows:
a = v"y - unx - f uw*+ w^ - .
(u+Q(y-ya^) (r+x) I I I .  1-4-
The first two terms represent the strains 
due bending in the vertical and horizontal planes, 
where u is the horizontal displacement and v the 
vertical displacement of the shear centre. The 
third and fourth terms represent the contribut­
ion of the torsional warping and normal forces,
where w are the normal displacements of the 
o
cross section along the z axis. The last term 
gives the additional effects of the horizontal 
displacements u and the rotation 0 of the cross 
section (about the shear centre) due to the 
curvature of the beam+. Equation (III.1-4) is 
also valid for assymetrical cross sections.
+ The exact value of this term is (u+Q(y-ysc)
r- - x
which can be approximately written as given in 
eq. (III.1-4) if x2«  r2
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The bending moments Mx and My, the normal 
force N and the warning moment B (as defined in 
1.2.1., chapter II) taken as generalized longit­
udinal forces can be expressed as follows
Mx = crydA
My = f crxdA 
4
N = / (TdA : III.1-3
'A
B = fcrw*dA ' , .
. A  . ' '
The longitudinal strains for any point of 
the cross section can be expressed as follows
cr= Ee= E[v"y - u"x - fnw*+ w^ -
[u4-G(y-y^r ) 1 (r+%) 1
r2 .
Substituting the value of cr in equations 
(III.1-5), the force displacement equations are 
obtained
r ?
Mx = -E[Ixx(vn-0/r) - Ixy(un+u/r ) +
(Ixy.ysc- j j 2-'-àî- )e/r2J (a)
ny = -E [lyy(u”+u/r2) - Ixy(v"-0/r) - 
(Iy7.ysc- fx2ydA)e/r2] (b)
N = EA(w^ - u-0ysc ) -ElxyO/r2 (c)
B = E (Iw^f" + Q^w^xydA ) (&)
r2
III.1-6
where , Ixx=^x2dA, Iyy=jy^dA, Ixy=^xydA, Iw^w^dA
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For closed sections, the last term of eq. 
(IIi:i-6a) and eq.(III.1-6b) may he neglected 
and under the assumption of linearity of warping
be eliminated. These equations are also valid 
for unsymmetric cross sections under a general 
system of forces.
The development of the theory and its appli­
cations to the analysis of single span and cont­
inuous box beams will only be given for beams 
having cross sections with a vertical axis of 
symmetry, under vertical loads and/or twisting 
couples and with no restraint against overall 
horizontal displacements(u). Hence,
displacements the last term of eq.(III.I-6d) may
Ixy = 0
My = 0 
N = 0
Sx- = 0
Equations (111.1-1) and (III.I-o/ wirx mere 
fore be reduced to the followings
(a)
dMx + T/r - Sy = 0 
dz
^  III.1-7
dT - Mx/r + m = 0 
dz
(c)
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Mx = -EIxx(v,l-ô/r) (a)
0 = -EIyy(un+u/r2) - Iyy.ysc (b) 111*1-8
B = -Elw+f" " (c)
. THE BASIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF TORSIONAL
WARPING.
The torsional deformation <f) , due to the 
curvature of beam, is now defined by
0 = ô + v/r III.1-9
The basic equations governing the twisting 
of straight box beams according Saint Venant's 
theory or Benscoter1s more general theory will 
also govern the twisting of box.beams circular 
in plan, after replacing 0 by 0. Those equations 
may now be written as follows '
Saint Venant's theory (1, Chapter I)
' . g  = T/GIt ; , ; III.1-10
W = -w*|| III.1-11
Benscoter1s. theory (1, chapter II)
E'IWf" - /<C-IT.f1 = -/IT (a)
• III.1-12
f'= (T-3'/.«)/GIt  (o )
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0 =(T-Bf)/G-IT 
B"- k2B = u aœ
üz
where, /i = 1
Combining equations (III.1-7©) and (III.1-14), 
the differential equation for the warping moment 
B becomes
3"- k2B = - /( (m-Mx/r) III.1-1$
where, k= \//< GI^/E ' Iw*
The longitudinal stresses and the shear flows 
may also be expressed by similar equations 
(II.1-13 and 14)
^ %= B w V l w *
; q - T/2A - B'Sw*/Iw*
4. THE BASIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF BENDING.
From eq. (III.1-11) the value of 0 is given
-
G = ^ - v/r
and which substituted into eq. (III.1-8a) permits 
the differential equation governing the bending 
of a circular beam to be obtained
v" + v/r2 = ÿ/r - Mx/EIxx III.1-16
where may be previously determined (eq.III.1-13)
111.1-13
111.1-14
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. ANALYSIS OF SINGLE SPAN CIRCULAR BEAMS.
The following analysis consists in the solution 
of the basic differential equations for a single span 
circular box beam and for particular loading systems. 
Two different support conditions are considered, in 
. both cases the beam is simply, supported with no warp­
ing restraint at the ends. The support condition No.l 
is shown in Fig.21, the rotation and vertical displace­
ment of the cross section are prevented at one support 
(left) and only the vertical displacement is prevented 
at the other support. In the support condition shown 
in Fig.22 the rotation and vertical displacements are 
prevented at both supports.
Solutions have been obtained for the following 
loading systems:
(i) a concentrated vertical load P and a 
twisting couple m. (Fig.21).
(ii) a uniformly distributed vertical loadgmq 
p and twisting couples eu
(iii) bending moments Mx^ ^ and warping 
moments Bzj ^ applied at the supports.
The solutions given here for the support condit­
ion No.2 have been obtained by Dabrowski [9,10].
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. S u p p o rt c o n d itio n  
No. 1
ïïfW F i g. 21
S u p p o rt c o n d itio n  
No. 2
TTMT timut Fi g. 2 2
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2.1. SUPPORT CONDITION NO. 1.
2.1.1. Equations for bending (Mx) and 
torsion (T) moments.
The system is statically determinate, 
the expressions for Mx and T can there­
fore be derived from the requirements of 
static equilibrium and are given in 
Table 1.
A torque Tg applied at the 'torsional 
free" support only produces a constant 
torque throughout the beam of the same 
magnitude.
2.1.2. Equations for the warping moment B.
The equations giving the warping 
moment B for different loading systems 
can be obtained by solving the different­
ial equation (III. 1-15) for the particular, 
values of m and Mx given in Table 1. The 
corresponding boundary conditions are
B z =0=Bz =L=0
The solutions are given in Table 1.
T A B L E I
LOADS : P , M L O A D S :  p , m L O A D S :  M x ; L O A D S -  8 2
Mx
f é P ( P r - M ) |R |s in f
r (p r -r w s in f+ s in f  n
0
r« P ' (Pr- M ) | |2 l - s in 'f'
5 in ^  1 ^
T
P r- Slnc< (sinjicosf-sinji)
r (p r-i c o s f '-c o s f J-COSof nt.l.nt 0
f k  P1 - ( Pr- M) f R | 0 -cosY)
Tl)-  sinc<............ r(pr-m ) 5mo( + pr f
B
^[M fcgkP -ggn^kjD  sinhkz . ( M r - P r ^ | a â ;  sjn f ]
, /
,/fm (1- r \ )4.prn fA sinhkz+ sinhk^i  ^,f z \^ /5in f+s in f'
- r ^ (  I l n ^ - Ü m k r ) d sinhkz z sinhkLf k p 1 p  |~M (H)+Prn nhkz1 +(Mr-Pra)q|LD|-si n f ']
1 “ V  ° "  ■ sm hkl- ■ ) '(mr -p r )<](-5ln< -1 )J
G ! ,ÿ
( M r - P ^ i - z - l l S l s i n f - I j n l  f ] + p r ^ . ^ [ M H ^ | i n h t e  sinhkz]
(pi^-n unvi Sinf+sinY'x 'ffl-COsoOl, „„3-f(2«<-f) „m(1-n)+prn,. <;i nhkT+^inhkv', r Mx2 '■ fe o s ^ -s in f j ,,^z5 i n i  s in hkz{| • 51  ^rgi n'cT ■ si n h k L'J
d smhkz 
Si n h k lf k p ( M r-p < ( 1- n )  i ^ s i n f  L Y j  + P r^ „  nh k z , ]
i r  )[(1- /iD (1-  sm^  ) -  51 n=< J Pr 2 ^  k» (1- ~  s m h k l  )
E Ixxv
fe /3
(Pr3 -M r2) l ^ l M )  [ |m 2 fc  oSf-((3co5 i?+Sin ÎŸ- * *  ^  ) : |^ ]+ (P r 3-M r2) x ^ .
(f-sfn^  Sln Y) +HK [pr - S ' r i h ^ s T ^  ) - x p r* g lü Y . .
(s in tf-D )*
(p r lmr3)[1+ x (H n )][u i ç o | M ^ o s l '_ (1 + 2 j s i n i ^ i n f ]  . ( p r W ) x
(l-c o s o i).-  oc sin^F ) . v n /  h s in i+ s in f ' c^ z^ in f -f Pxl ,, . pr2n+mr(1-r]')
rMxa
ffe p 1
( P ^ M a ^ ^ ^ ) [ | i ^ f k o s f L ( G ' c o s n  + s m D ^ | ^ ) : i ^ ' ] 4 P r 3-M r2)%
^  j p r V - M r ^ l  -»0 n ] ( M  ^ n f LSJt ^ in h nkhLkZ' >- * P ^
j‘ (5inB sin f'-f35in lf )  | f3^
E-, s in i+ s 'in f  , n s in h kz+ s in h kz1 
l^-V STnk" ' ' + 1 ' sinhkL
_ lS _ C f C0Sot. ^  Sl n -? )_x/, 92( ||n h ||.rn Y j]
s , ^1 0
M M , ^ - a ç o Sn'Sln .  _ x p ( s m ^ _ D _  +^ ' )+{P_ M )x |;|
4 o
r 3
EIxx ((P -? ) h2^ M  t c o Z - t P - 7 ) X ( ^ A ) 0 - srn « ) + %P 2^ )- ,a n f ]
r( [pq +-T-(1-n)] (tan ^rkL/ ?■ ) j
( M
<^ 10
r
E Ixx 2 5in=< • tantX' t â n s m ^  y 
 ^ S inhkL  sin^
H / 1 kr n 
G î t ' s i n *  sinhkLy 1^
^20
rV  , i (P -^  ) 1 +x l1'^  ^  ■°<Sinf j 5 0SljS'no,: - X p ( ^ % ° ^ - 2^ )+ (P -  M)x
4 o
r 3
EIxx
L m J  + x O - ^ )  ^ -s in ^  / m w /1-c05otw  ^  .^z +nn ^ l
( M 
2)2 2
r 4 Glt^tanhkL fa n ^ ) i;EIxX v r y 2 5in^o( smoi vc' s r ' {iP r I 2 l+cosoC lP r ;xv 5 mot i;+xpt21anoc‘ “ta n 7 ",+ ^ r ]  [p ^ + ^ O -r j^ ta n -ÿ --  iâ ü ^ L / 2 j  j EIxx
- X/ 4
[2 5i n u  Umec 005 ta rw  ^tant* ^  
^ ia n « :  tanhkL^]
h A o
^ j p r „(pr „ M ) ( M ) ^ n n „ [M (H )+ P rn ]s ^ j
/^10
T
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(pr-m  )— Pr ^-(nn-pr)r|tan#---|^r)(1-q)+prr|]^n^ ^ ^  | M
M 2
1 / 1 1-n  kr \ 
GI^ 4an»c sine* sinhkL } ^ 12
1 k 
Gît /^sinhkL A
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1 k 
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A
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T A B L E  2
i 's in f ]
I s i n f ]
iHtPnL ghkasinhk^
'inP'^lml)lH5]-pxr3(iîH5's,nlf
f  s inhkb  5 in h k z \
Hr s i n h k L  '
- x  / w  [ p l
n lsm hkb I
11 s in h kL  j
1 sinhka I 
I sin h kL ]
LOADS p ,m
r (pr-m )( s in Y ts in fsmcxf - 1 )
r(pr-m)£2^cosï +pr2lLf
/)
mf1-nMrn.Q_@nN<z+s,nhkz'
(pr3-mrg) ( i - / i / ] ) ( i - +  w C l ; s l f l M z i s m L s ' )
(pAmr3)[l-fx()-JH1)][n-fc0! ^ ^ 0s‘l>'- Û+g f c J  ' xpr»
sin Y-hsin Y  M sinhkz-t sinh k:
s fn ^ ■t7 s in h k  L ' ]
t,10
'20
/ f io
/^20
ETxx
xp^ an|_ + ^  [ p , _
i eo = &1 0
G L l
(m -p r) ( l-p ) ia n f+ p r|:-  m(l-t))+prp] i - t o n h ^
ft2.0 ~ ftiO
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M x,-I1AL- + Mxr smL^  5inc< s in  c<
MxaT2ji ± ^ ^ )  (f'cosfL^^ smf)
-x ( i ^  -x a t c s ^ l '-s '^) j +
Mxzr2 { lH2XSin t ' l)  (feosN’ - ^ i f i g s i n f )
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M
10
,M
% 2
/-12
M
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^ s i n o ^ ^ ]
ë A Ü - CÛSo<) -  * ( - £ -
"z/,rl2ilirw'&i<L)J
I d n ^ c ,)
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L
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1 k L sinh k L +
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Bi4f-'ifSrL h-ri)
B
'12
s
B
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,B
^1 2
B
^ 2 2
J_/J._±LL_ 7kr \
GI^LcZ sin°{ s inhkL /
_A_fA i-O 7kr  ^
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2*1.3* Equations for displacements.
The torsional deformation (j) can be 
obtained from the integration of eq. (III.
1-13)
|6= ( j Tdz - B)/GIt + C
where:' the constant of integration 0 is 
determined from the following boundary con­
dition
d) = 0
The solution of the differential eq. 
(III.1-16) for particular values of Mx and 
" ' f with the following boundary conditions
vz=0 =vz=L =0 •
permit the equations for v to be obtained.
Eor given values of and v, the 
rotation © of the cross section is given by
6 = ^ - v/r
;
The function df/dz (generalized warp­
ing displacement) defining the spanwise 
variation of the warping displacements can 
be obtained by means of eq.(III.1-12b).
The expressions which give the values
of <p ,v, the end generalized warping dis­
placements fi and the end bending rotations 6 
are given in table 1.
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.2. SUPPORT CONDITION No. 2.
The solutions for this support condition have 
been obtained by Dabrowski [9,10] and are given 
. i n  table 2. A brief discussion of its deriva­
tion is given here.
The structure is statically indeterminate 
and can be made statically determinate by relea­
sing the rotational restraint at one of the supp­
orts (right). The unknown torque reaction Tg at 
the released support can be found from the bound­
ary condition at that support Gg =0
where Gp is the total rotation of the cross sec­
tion due to the external loads and the unknown 
torque T^ acting in the released structure.
The expressions of the torsion moment T for 
both support conditions will only differ in a 
constant (the unknown torque reaction Tg) and the 
corresponding expressions of the bending moment 
Mx will therefore be identical.
The expressions of the warping moment B will 
also be identical for both support conditions, 
since the basic differential equation (III.1-15) 
and the boundary conditions are the same.
A similar procedure as described for the
support condition No. 1 may be used in the deriv­
ation of the equations for the displacements.
ANALYSIS OF CONTINUOUS CIRCULAR BEAMS.
3.1. THE TWO SPAN CONTINUOUS BEAM WITH A SINGLE 
■ ; VERTICAL INTERMEDIATE SUPPORT.
The structure is made statically determinate 
by introducing bending, warping and rotational 
releases at the intermediate support (Pig.£7 ). 
The unknown forces at that support are the bend- 
ing moment Mx^i the warping moment B^ and the 
torque Tg. 'These forces may be determined from 
the equations of compatibility, which can be 
\ written as follows :
Mx2 + Bz SZz + Tz STZZ + S2o = 0 
M xz /if, -T z f i Tzz4- -0
III.1-1?
8 'ti V" A ’ ^Tz + 9zo 0
where, , /zo) ezoare respectively the total
bending rotations, generalized warping 
displacements and rotational displacements 
at the centre support of the released 
structure due to the external leads.
influence coefficients for unit bending, 
warping and torsion moments applied at 2 
in the released structure. <5 stands for
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bending rotations, /< for generalized warping 
displacements and & for rotational dis­
placements.
For a beam having the cross section and the 
length identical for both spans, this system of 
equations may be written as follows
Mx-z f<2Z + &Z + ftzo ~ °
T ' III.1-18
Tz e zz ^ Gz° ~ °
The values of the end displacements S , /( 
and Ô can be obtained from the expressions 
derived by the writer in the analysis of single 
span beams, support condition No.1 and given in 
table 1.
. CONTINUOUS BEAMS WITH TORSIONAL STIFF SUPPORTS 
(SUPPORT CONDITION No.2).
The' warping moments B and the bending mom- 
ments Mx at the intermediate supports are taken 
as the statically indeterminate forces. These 
may be determined from the equations of compatib­
ility when warping and bending releases are made 
over the supports.
For a two span continuous beam as shown in 
Fig.27 the equations of compatibility at the
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intermediate support are as follows 
£  Z Z  +  &  Z Z  i~ & Z O  ~  O
Mxz ft-zz. ■>- B z a L >  = 0 III.1-19
where, Mx^ and are respectively the unknown
bending and warping moments at the centre 
support* The notation corresponding to 
the coefficients <£ and yY have already 
been explained in section 3*1.
The end displacements £ and ft for differ­
ent loading systems can be obtained from the exp­
ressions derived by Dabrowski in the analysis of 
single span beams, support condition No.2 and 
given in table 2.
3* NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: 3*
The numerical analysis of a two span contin­
uous beam circular in plan and with a cross sect­
ion assumez! to act as undeformable in its own 
plane is given here. The cross section and beam 
dimensions, support and loading conditions are 
identical to those adopted for the model test 
No.2 as shown in Eigs. 27 and 28. The test is 
described in Chapter V.
Eor the following analysis the properties 
for the cross section are given in the numerical
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example No.1 (page 31 ), and the numerical values 
of the overall dimensions, external loads and 
Poisson's ratio are as follows
L=84 in. 
r=140 in. 
o<=.6 radiaus 
m=-7.64$ lb.in./in.
3.3.1. Support condition No.1(3.1.).
The influence coefficients and the 
end displacements due to the external loads 
for a single span have been obtained from 
table 1 and are as follows
8.661 «10~& £ z z -  2 .720 *1 0~ 9
StMz z * 2.728 *10~9 1.966 k1 0 ~ 6
f i z o - 3 . 0 7 6 « 1 0 ~ 6 &z o =  7 . 7 7 * 1 0 - ' '
For both spans loaded, the compatibi­
lity equations (II.1-18) can be written 
as follows
1.966 *10-&Mkz i- 2.728 * i 0 - g Bj,* -7.774 * 1 0 - *
2.728 .10~3M y.z +S. 6 6 1 x10 -&Bz =  -3 .0 76 k1 0 - &
the solution of these equations gives
/%2= -3^5.5 /7? .
Q j? — —, 2 "3 O & lb. in •
73 = <7
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For a single span loaded, the equat­
ions of compatibility are as follows 
3.232 xja-f/Yxz f =-Z7T4x:f3-4
and the solution gives 
/Yxj = -J27. 65/6.//,.
^2 = -./753 /6. z/;^
T z -  5 . G / b . / n  .
3.2. Support condition No.2(3.2.).
The influence coefficients and the 
end displacements due to the external loads 
have been obtained from table 2, and are 
as follows
= - l -~ 7 3 7 » 1 0 ~ 8 S2Z ~ 1 .& 2Ô  < 1 0 ~ &
T 2o 2 . 9 3 7  * 1 0 ~ 5 &2 o ~ 2 . 1 8 7  x l O " ' '
For both spans loaded, the solutions 
of the equations of compatibility (III.1-19) 
are as follows
/V x  2 =• - / 39. 9  /b . /r?
B z  = 3 . 1 2 J  l b . / n . z
and for the loads acting on a single span 
= -^7.^6
Bz  = 1.561 Ibjo2
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The total values of the bending, tor­
sion and warping moments throughout the 
beam, for both support conditions can be 
obtained by considering each single span 
under the external loads and .the. forces at 
the intermediate support. They are given 
in Figs.5 1 , 5 2 , 5 3 ,5 . 4 , 5 5 a n d 5 6 . '
CHAPTER IV
THIN WALLED BOX BEAKS CURVED IN PLAN WITH 
DEFORKABLE CROSS SECTION
BOX BEAKS WITH A CONTINUOUS DIAPHRAGK KEDIUK.
Dabrowski [11] extended his work described in 
chapter III to the analysis of rectangular box beams, 
circular in plan with deformable cross section (cont­
inuous diaphragm medium) and suggested an approximate 
method of analysis. Its applications to the analysis 
of single span and continuous box beams will be dis­
cussed here.
The analysis is carried out in two stages as des­
cribed for straight box beams (2.1. Chapter II). In 
the first stage, the cross section is assumed undef- 
ormable (rigid) and the structure can be analysed 
according the theory given in Chapter III, and will 
not be considered further. In the second stage, the 
cross section is considered deformable under a system 
of pure distortional forces. The subscripts I and II 
will denote results from the first and second stage, 
respectively. The final solution can be obtained by 
superimposing the results from both stages.
The basic assumptions given in the analysis of 
straight box beams with a continuous diaphragm medium, 
with the exception of considering additional distort­
ional forces due to the effect of the curvature on
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the bending stresses, are considered valid for the 
case of box beams curved in plan.
1.1. THE BASIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF DISTORTIONAL 
WARPING. ' •
The distortional warping displacements 
Wjj, longitudinal stresses (T-jj and shear flows 
Ojj can be expressed by similar equations (2.1., 
chapter II)
where the functions w and Sw are defined in
2.1.1., chapter II.
The distorted cross section is shown in 
Fig. 24- and, the reference axis and coordinates in 
Fig.23. Under the assumptions that the deflect­
ions and the bending stresses of each individual 
wall can be determined by engineering beam theory 
and that shear strains have no effect in the 
deflections, the corresponding differential equ­
ations relating deflections and bending stresses 
for each wall treated as a curved bar, are as 
follows
for the vertical walls,
d ZVi . G* - _ Cuâ) pH
wx  = UJ Fjr IV. 1-1
qu = - £  s w f ‘x
IV.1-2
IV.1-5
IV.1-4
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for the horizontal walls,
uî  - f a :  < '
u i + j ± . z - 2 A 0 j iF;  CT*1- 5
where, v and u are the in-plane deflections of 
the vertical and horizontal walls
z is the longitudinal circular axis of 
reference
r is the radius of the beam's axis
the subscripts 1 and 2 denote quantities 
corresponding to the inner and outer vert­
ical walls, the subscripts t and b to the 
top and bottom horizontal walls,
a,b are the dimensions of the cross section
6 = (u^ + u,)/b is the rotation of the
vertical walls
r/;= r-a/2 , r2= r+a/2
By means of the following transformations
i/"%
. d 2Vz _ r z dvz _ t 2 \/« IV. 1-6
the equations (IV. 1—4-a and 4-b) may be written
rf v« , § y = _ (i+fi) f"
1 ?> 6 %
rz v <' , JtL - üf p>t IV. 1-7
The distortional angle )f (as defined in
2.1.1. , chapter II) can be expressed in terms
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of the in-plane deflections of each wall
/= ^  + UJ>
9 b IV.1-8
Combining equations (IV.1-5, 7 and 8), an 
expression for ^ as a function of the warping 
function fjj can be derived
where, A* = ab/4-(1+p)w^
The distortional forces acting on a differ­
ential element of the circular beam and its con-
(i) the result shear flows equilibrating 
the longitudinal stresses (Figs. 10 
and 25) and producing a distortional
IV.1-9
P 2and by assuming.a /4r <^1, approximate and simple 
expression for y" may be obtained
IV. 1-10
tributions to the distortional angle / , are as 
follows
angle tfq given by
IV.1-11
where, W=E ds (see equations II.
0
2-13,14 and 15)
K is the distortional stiffness
of the cross section acting as 
a frame (defined in 2.1.1. chap 
ter II, and equation II.2-9)•
56
Fig. 23
Sh
Fig.2 5
Mx
Fig.26
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(ii) the twisting forces produced, by the
bending stresses in the first stage of 
the analysis. It can be seen from the 
equation of equilibrium (III.1-7c) of 
. a differential element, that part of 
the twisting forces are introduced by 
the bending stresses and are given by 
the term Mx/r (Fig.26). These forces 
can be split into a pure torsional and 
pure' distortional system of forces.
; The effect of the latter is to produce 
a distortional angle given by
I'W2
where, Mx is the bending moment in the 
structure (stage .1 of the anal- 
ysis)
/.is a coefficient which mod­
ifies the system of distortional 
forces in order to take into 
account the additional bending 
of the vertical walls. Its 
value as derived by Dabrowski 
is given by
/A = Cpe^+3e^)b^t^ /lOlxx + A^be^/Ixx -
H = b tv (3e+-2e£) f& )+  (3eb-2e^(^+3bj~)
^  /dJxx' Z7  ^ ^
Z v à  t7~— v
is defined in equation II.2-9.
(iii:) the external distortional forces (Fig. 7) 
producing a distortional angle ^ equal to
17. . 1 - 1 3
By adding equations (IV.1-11 ,12 and
13) an expression for the total distort­
ional angle îf can he obtained
The first term of the right hand 
side can he written in terms of by 
means of equation (IV. 1-10), and the 
basic differential equation governing 
the distortional warping of .a circular 
box beam can therefore be derived
Adding together equations (lV.1-5)
gives
which can be transformed by means of 
equation (IV. 1-10) into the following
1 ( f Æ +  *7) IV.1-14
where
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The integration of equations (IV. 
1-7 and 10) gives
The solution of equations (IV.1- 
'1 b \ 15 , and 16) together with the bound­
ary conditions define the deformed 
state of each individual wall.
The overall vertical deflexions y% 
and rotation G^of the cross section will 
be•given by
Vjj = (v/j+Vg)/^ IV.1-17
= (v^-V2)/2b - G y 2  . IV.1-18
The overall bending rotation of 
the cross section can be defined as 
follows
jALv. c/ye
aVn - o?i ozz IV. 1-19
by substituting into this equation the 
values of v^ and Vp given above, the 
following expression for dvÿ/dz can be 
derived
~Yz -h Q z  v- Cz
//■ IV.1-16
By means of eq. (IV. 1-10), the 
warping displacements Wj j , longitudinal 
stresses and the shear flows
can he expressed in terms of
Wjj = -EA* w y IV. 1-21
Qwjj = -BA* w y ' ' IV.1-22
q j j = EA* Sw y "  ' IV.1-2$
ANAIYSIS OB SINGIE SPAN CIRCUIAR BEANS.
The box beam considered is of rectangular 
and of constant cross section, simply supported 
with no warping restraint at the ends, as shown 
in Bigs. 21 and 22. Distortion of the end cross 
sections in their own plane is prevented by rigid 
diaphragms.
The solutions, corresponding to stage II of 
the analysis, are identical for both support con­
ditions and have been obtained for the following 
loading systems
(i) uniformly distributed and concen­
trated vertical loads (p,P) and 
vertical twisting couples (m,M).
(ii) a bending moment MXp applied at 
the right support.
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(iii) a warping moment applied at 
the right support.
The solutions for the first loading system 
have been obtained by finding solutions of the 
governing differential equations as the sum of 
Fourier series. Some of these solutions have 
been derived by Dabrowski. For the last two 
leading systems, exact solutions of the govern­
ing differential equations have been developed 
by the writer.
1.2.1. Loading system (i): uniformly distributed 
and concentrated vertical loads (p,P) and 
vertical twisting couples (m,M).
The external loads under consideration 
can be expressed in terms of Fourier series, 
as follows '
p(z) = Ü p ,  Sino^z
I, IV. 1-24
m(z) = Z  mn sinoÇz
where, = tt n /L
for loads P, M acting at a distance z=zc 
(Pig.23)
Pn = 2P/L sinc//,ze
mn = 2M/L sinc^zc
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and for uniformly distributed loads p 
and m,
Pn = 4-P/iiTr
m„ = 4m/h> :n
The "bending moment Mx can also "be 
expressed in terms of Fourier series
where,
Having the external loads and the 
"bending moment Mx in terms of Fourier 
series^ solutions of the governing differ­
ential equations (TV.1-14, 15 and 16) can 
be found as the sum of Fourier series which 
satisfy all the following boundary con­
ditions
n
2fz=cr Ïz=l ” 0
Gv,z=0 Gvz=L =0
v1z=0 •v1z=L ~v2z=0 ~ v2z=L” 0
as follows
Y* = Z  !fn sin^z IV.1-26
IV.1-27 
I?.1-28Vz, = Z  v1n sin^z
v2 = Z-V2n sinc<z)z IV.1-29
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where,
= 2 K b ( f c ^ )  K  + % & - J
4 A
vln (  £ + ^ 2  ) / n
' Vzn'= i ^  ( 5 ÿ  " f") ^
The warping displacements Wj j , long- 
itudinal stressesCTwjj, the shear flows 
qj.j and the overall bending rotations dv/dz
; I-
(eq. IV.1-20 , 21 , 22 and 23.) can also
be expressed as the sum of Fourier series
_  09
Wjj= wEA^w Z  dn cos o<nz
OrwII = EA*wZ sin ^  z IV.1-51
£Z • I
qTT= -EA* Sw Z. 4 cos c^n z | IV.1 -52
j ' I
"df"= ~ i v S  ï n <  C 0 3 ^  + \ A
IV.1-30
. - S - f l n A c o s ^ .  : T V . 1 - 3 3  
2 r  y  °4r) . i
loading system (ii): a bending moment Mx^ 
applied at the right support (2).
i
For a bending moment Mxg applied at 
the right support (2), the bending moment 
.throughout the beam is given injtables 1,
2 of Chapter III is as follows |
I
Mx = Mxg (sinz/r) / (sinL/r)
and the differential equation for^(IV.I-l^) 
becomes
YIV. A Y -  f  Mx 2 sin z/ r  
6 ~ Z W A * b r  sin t / r
with the following boundary conditions . 
%z=0 = z^=Ii = 0
^z=0 = 4 =L = 0
The solution gives the following 
expression for
v f ix 2 . J°Tr3 f sin z/ r  cosAL sinkXL_____
2 W A *b  * ( i+ 4 r ^ )  V r " Xdr*(coshZ\L-coszXC)
[(2Xzr 2J - j )  s i n X z c o s h A z  +  ( J +  2X l r 2 ) c o s ^ z  s i n h A z j j
' 'V IV.1-34
where, J= sinAL cos/tX L / cosA L sinhAL 
Differentiating the equation forY
twice
sin z / r ^ _2 casMsinhXLy 1 =_ Mxg . f r  . ____ __ ____________
. 2 WA^b (l-f4 rz,A,v) j  sin L/ r  coshZXL- cos 2XL
[Ç2Àz7*I-l)cos Az. sinhXz.  - ( j + 2 X zr 2)
sinA-z coshAzJ j IV.11-35
the differential equation for ©v takes the
form
sin :4/r +  oosAL sinhXLn„ wv _ M%2 f  r  ____ _____________
r z -  avVA^b Z I T V f ^ ^ s i n  L/r 'cosh2Xi-cos2XL
1^(2À2r 2 J-^)cosAz sinHAz-fJ+ 2Xzr z) sinXz coshXz] |
with the following boundary conditions,
6vz=0 = Gv z=L "* 0
giving the following expression for. ©v
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A Mxa P r z  iz c o s ^ r  . d f  L
~ 2 W A * b 0 + 4 7 * ^ )  (4 sin L/r  2sin L/r
+ T.B - 4A M )  1 5in yr - / c o s M ,sinhAL —
1+ 4/\^ y» J (cosh2AL-cos2AL)(l+4A*rV
[YcosAzsinhAz^  y s i n A z c o s h A z l  [■
L J IV.1-36
where, 4 Azr z J - 0  -  4A^r*)
. y=
The values of  ^ and ©v given in eq. 
(IV.1.-34 and 36) permit expressions for 
J|gv dz, {'©ÿ dz and to be obtained
: ff6 jr- M x z / r 3 ( r s i n z/ r Tr i __L_ . .
J) v 4 W A * b ( U 4 r W )  j sin V r L 2-tanL/ r
, r  ( i-^X^r^) 1 T z cos z/ r  cos Ai sinhAL_
1 f 4^4/4 J 2 s/n Vr Az Cl + 4 A^r*)
cosh Z\L -cosZXL s i n h A z  -t- |
X  sin A z  c c s h A z J  j 17.1-37 .
f e d - -  ^ X2 j  z  sm  z/ r  cos 2/ r
J 0v u z  -  2 W A *b C l+ 4 A ^ r<#) (4 s in  V r  2 s in  V r
f x  - Û - W r *  r  , X  1  _ sinhXL oosAL
L 2. 2 i a n L / r J c o s h  2 A L - c o s  Z X L
_ ^ p ^ s/nM z 5inAz
cosh À 'z cos Az."] y
J IV.1-38
y/ Mx^ F t *  ( eosz/V _ cos A l sinhXL  
- ■ 2W A *b  ( U W r * )  (s in  V r ~  ArCcosh2XL-oos2AC)
|^(2A2r 2’ ( I ‘' l )  -C l+ 1 )] s inA ^ s in h A z  +  
[s A ^ ^ C T - tD - C J - j ) ]  cosAz c o s h A z ]  |
IV. 1-39
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The inplane deflexions V/p Vg of the 
vertical walls (eq. IV.1-16) can be expr­
essed for this particular case
IV. 1-40
Where the values of if and ^ e v d z are given 
in eq. (IV.1-34 and 37N* The constants 
C^, ©2, 0, and 0^ are equal to zero for
I ' |
the boundary conditions, I [
v1z=0 =v1z=L "°
v2z=0 "v2z=L "°
The overall bending rotations dv/dz 
as defined in eq.(IV.1-22) can now be 
expressed as follows i
TV. 1-41
where Y'and Je^dz are given in eq. (XV, 
1-3 9 and 38). ' |
» 1.2.3. Loading system (iii): a warping moment BP 
applied at the right support(2).|
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The differential equation for (IV.1
. . • ' : ox
14) ‘becomes .I !
y  r = o
with the following boundary conditions 
Yz= o - = o v f
' Yz= O ' 'I
V  _ 4 - i
ô z = L -  \a /A* b~ i
The solution gives the following ex­
pression for
-G o s h A z  s in A z J  IV 1-42
Differentiating eq.(IV.1-42) twice,
r=-^^t^krsinhA"
-f J  cosh Àz sin AzJ  JV. I" 4.3
the differential equation for ©v (IV.1-15) 
becomes
7^ = - ï v k  i t f lS iCÔ tsinUz tosAz 
-f J cosh A z  sm A z J
with the following boundary conditions
®vz=0= Gvz=L= 0 
the solution gives the following express­
ion for 9V
0 _ j_______ f sin -^r + sinhALcosAL
v W A * b  [Zsin Vr ûoshZAL-cos2AL
[ ( 2 A ZYZJ -  j ) s i n h A z  cosAz -  ( ‘2Az Yf+ J )
■ ' '' i  I \ | ■
cosh Az sinAzj j I j IV.1-14
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The values of Ï  and ©v given above
permit expressions for Jj 
and X  to be obtained
■rZ ■
1 evdz
6v d z  = r  2sin z/ r2WA* b  
5 in in A L cosAL
+
A2(cosh 2AL- cosZAÜ L 
4 fZ A2r2J-'d) cos/n Az sin Az] j
sin L/r 
(2A2r 24 j )  sin/iAz cosAz 
IV .  1 -45
j6vdz  = W A *  b f l 4  4Az#r z') y cos -Vr ! 2 sin Vr f
sin h XL CQS  ^L  I -2 A2r3 J- j -2 A2 T.f:.Js < n smAz
A ('cosh2XL-cos2ÀL) L 2 j
4 2 A r^2.^ :-1 4 2 X re4J Az cosAzJ
IV. 1-4 6
yu- sin K AL cos AlW A* b (cosh 2AL- cos 2>L) 
-  ( ’j - l )  cosh Az cosAz] j
zsin^z
I V .  1 -47
The eq. (IV. 1-40, and 41) derived prev­
iously and defining the in-plane deflexions 
Vzj, Vg and the overall bending rotations 
dv/dz are also valid for this loading 
system.
ANALYSIS OF CONTINUOUS CIRCULAR BEAMS.
The beam is simply supported at both ends, 
rigid diaphragms prevent distortion of the cross 
section at the end and at the intermediate supp-
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orts. The intermediate supports provide no res­
traint to transverse horizontal displacements.
The statically indeterminate forces at the 
intermediate supports (n) are the bending moment
warping moment Bn and the torsion moment Tn 
for supports permitting rotation of the cross 
section (support condition No.I, as described in 
section 3.1., chapter III); and the bending and 
warping moments Mxn , Bn for supports preventing 
vertical displacements of the webs (support con­
dition No* 2, section 3.2., chapter III). ; These 
forces may be determined from the equations of 
compatibility when warping and bending releases 
are made over the supports.
The equations of compatibility given in the 
analysis of continuous box beams with rigid cross 
section (3., chapter III) are valid for this case. 
For a two span continuous beam, they are as follows
Support condition No.1 (eq. III.1-18)
; MXg + B2 ^22 + ^20 =° .
MXg /<22 + B2 ^ 22 + ^20 =°
,T2 ©22 + 02O =° i
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Support condition No,2 (eq. III. 1-1 >9)
^22 + B2 ^22, + &2D =0 ,
Mx2 /( ^  + Bp A + Azo =0
The influence coefficients for a unit bend­
ing momônt ( A 22 ) and- the end displacements
due to the external loads ( ? ^zo ) ni^ st include
the effects from both stages, as follows:
M  c M C x )  
“ *22
c ri rfi c M CB-)
a « «  = a , o  + o
■Am  = A j ^  + A ^ to)22 - ' 
>20
/fzo - A^o + /(go
J L
For a unit warping moment, the corresponding 
influence coefficients ( /(^, S|z) are obtained 
directly; from the equations given in the stage II 
(deformable cross section) under the assumption 
that the effect of the strains may be neglected; 
hence :
si .s;/1’
The effect of the shear strains may| be incl-
■ .
uded by considering the more differential equat­
ion for y as given by Dabrowski [5];.
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The influence corresponding to the stage II, 
can be calculated as follows :
= - ("87 T j evdzyz=0 ^1= (^")z=o 
; 5-2 = (57 " i f ' ^ ) z=i_ z -l
where the expressions for X* and c/z. , for 
different loading systems, are given in section
1.2., chapter IV.
The reciprocity of the influence coefficients 
for a unit bending moment and a unit warping mom­
ent applied at one of the supports, and S ^  
has been compared. Equation (IV.1-35) gives the • 
generalized warping displacement jf1 for a unit 
bending moment applied at the right support, as 
follows :
M  _________J°r-2- f cosL/ r  , cosàL sinhAL
2i 2 W A * b (  1+4W Y‘i) ( Sin V r  Pir{cosh2/\L-cos2>\L)
[ (■ Z t fy tJ -Z X y t -J - i )  sm M s i r>h>iL +  & A y j - l +  ZA*y*
+ J  ) cos XL cosL X L ] J
and from equations (IV.1-46 and 47) the bending 
rotation -due to a unit warping moment at : the 
right support can be obtained as follows:
( G  d f  y / _________' rz________ f cos L/y . i
: Sr  6 2 W A * b ( i + 4 A ^ )  ( sin Hr
‘ 'sinh At cosAL f s i o M s i n hXL
AvTcos h 2 X L-cos^ A l) L
+ + c o s X i c o s h X l j j
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By comparing /{^  with the - second term of 
both expressions are basically the same, and the 
difference between f  and the unit may be regarded 
as a similar correction introduced in ' cî ^  by-the 
first term, which usually is very small in compar­
ison with the second term.
For the stage I, the influence coefficients
and end displacements due to the external loads
can be obtained from tables 1 and 2 (chapter III),
but those given the generalized warping displace-
ments .must be multiplied by a factor -w^ /A w^ ,
which is the ratio between the basic transverse
distribution of warping displacements adopted for 
_ * : _ 
each stage, w for stage I and w (A*)' for stage II
Having solved the equations of compatibility 
for the unknown forces at the intermediate supp­
orts, the final deformations and stress distrib­
ution throughout the beam can be obtained by sup-
• ! .
erimposing the effects produced on each span by
the external loads and the forces at the supports.
’ : ■ ; I .
Results from both stages have to be consider­
ed for the external loads and the bending moment 
at the supports. For the warping moment ,at the 
support, the results are obtained directly from 
the stage II(chapter IV). ;
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1.$.1. Model Experiment No,2: Theoretical Analysis.
The theoretical analysis of a test 
carried out on a two span continuous "box 
beam, circular in plan,, with deformable 
cross section (continuous diaphragm medium) 
is discussed here. The experimental anal­
ysis is described in Chapter V (model ex- 
1 . v ■ • ■ ' ' ■ 11
périment No.2).
The overall dimensions, support con­
ditions and properties of the cross section 
are given in Figs. 27 and 28. The follow­
ing analysis consists in the determination 
of the bending, torsion and warping mom- 
ents at the intermediate support for the 
; different support and loading conditions.
(a) Support condition No.1. f
The influence coefficients and the 
end displacements due to the external 
loads, for a single span, are as follows:
Stage 1
= -2 .871578* dO~10 &Z2 = 4-966
A *  -  -  3.237634 xlo'1 &£ = 7:7 74x10
: , Stage II
H & ClC)= 4.4101259 xl0~7 . 5.0048603 xlO'1' 2 2
Cd)-. 5.0 6 55 79 ViO™*7 1.131765 xlO~6
A2o =-9-02313 xjO~* ^ 0 = - 22.51958x10^
/m
Two span continuous beam(Test No.2 )
In term ediate  
support
777°™
Support condition 
No.1
tttt wvn ; 
Support condition I 
No. 2 :
m=76A3 lb.in/in m
Loading cases
i Test No.2
PROPERTIES OF THE CROSS SECTION .
S T aae l (Torsional w arping ) 
■’la* = - l - 0 1 8 5 9 ’3 2  Ln.é '
• I m  - 46.86 8029 Ù!-*
I t = 68. OG1976 in. *
Ic  -  68.191627 in* '
j ^ '
yy = .00277 97 
h  -  .29558-98 /in.
' J.0625
'
S ta g e iK Distortional w arp ing )
A" = J6.08 76 05 lb/in.. 
7.806136 9 Ln.2
W/Wi  = 594322 .17 lb. in? 
A =  .0305/359 / CO.
■ W A * b / E  =  91.9286577 in.8 
: f i  , 9 6 2 7 2 7  
i  P  = 1 . 0 6 2 5
GE N E R AL  DATA
m - ‘-7 . 6 4  3 Lb.in/cn.
~ 89in. 
r- 140 in.
.& radians
UJ
UJ
UJ2 ~p U)j
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which gives as the final values
ti-hl 0 1 2 5 9  k M ) ’1 5.004 6é03*10“7
= 5.0627074 Ki0"7 & Z 2 - '  3 . 0 9 1 7 6 5  « Û 0 ~ ^
ft-2 0  = — 9 - 0 Z 6  " 5 6 1 8 3 £ z o = >  -14. 6 0 5 5 8 t i o ' t
The equations of compatibility 
(111*1-18) for the two spans loaded 
can be written as follows :
3.091765<10GMxz + 5.004603 <lô'Ie>2 =: 80558 kW *
5.06Z707«101Mx2 + //.470JZ5$xl518z = 9.0263679x10'* 
à. 6 4 7  x 1 o ~ 5 T z = O
which gives,
MXi = J85.6996 lb. in.
= 1 8 0 6 ,7 3 4  l!o.in*
Tz = ô
For a single span loaded, the 
equations of compatibility become 
6 .1 9 5 5 3 0 *  10~CMxz +10.0093206*ÛCpBz =14. 8 0 5 5 8 x 1 0 *  
10.1Z54148X101 Mxz + 8 .94025â8x lÔ 1Bz= d . Û Z é S é y d x l o ' *
1.6 4 7 *  10~5 Tz =* £.73 6 *1 0 ~ 3
which gives,
. M%j = 93.999 lb.in .
= 904.367 lb.in.*
~Xz — I 65. 5 lb ■ in .
(b) Support condition No.2*
The influence coefficients and 
the end displacements due to the 
external loads are as follows :
T07
Stage I
A 21 = 1 8 2  61/21 <â0~9 % =  d.620<10~6
Hzo = 2-0 9d'S'i8(><lO~6 ^ 2.167 K 10'^
Stage II
The same values as given for the •. 
support condition No. 1*
The final values are as follows: 
f ( 62Z= 4.4701259 xl0~7 Sj2-= 5.004ééOSvîâ1
. -  5.063 863*10~7 £*2= 2.751165<l0~é
fao ~-8.9922J/iZ«lÔii 'QjZo~-20.'392S80H*10/1 
and the equations of compatibility 
(III.1-19) for the two spans loaded, 
become ,
2.1511565k! 0 G + s"00HGOOZkIO1 -  20.3625QOHkIO^ 
5‘0 836 6'5<101 Mxj -h 4.4101259* 101 =. 8.9922i82<10 ^
which gives,
M x a =  ttlS.HdlGlb.w Bj, =  1^70.870 Ib.inï
For a single span loaded, the
following values for IhCg and-Bg are
obtained . j
■ . ■ ' ' ■ ' M  ■ ' i l  ' l -  ' ' ‘ ' i '  i v . l  i '■ a . . . . ;
=  237.7H5 8 Uo.m • '
: ‘ : ■ A { [ , - I  I !  u  I  J : -J i u  1 ■ \  V .  ‘y . O O ; , ,  ,, I ' - • / U  /
= 13 5.435 lh.In'* ; • •
/  ^ y A'"
2. BOX BEAMS WITH CONCENTRATED DIAPHRAGMS.
An approximate method is proposed for the analysis 
of rectangular single cell box beams, curved in plan, .
with concentrated diaphragms. It is based onjthe dis­
placement method developed by Richmond [.7] ' for the an- 
alysis of straight box beams and discussed in Chapter 
II; in which the effects of the curvature are approx- . 
imately introduced. !
The curved beam is assumed to be formed by a ser­
ies of straight bays between diaphragms, which are ,4-
located along radial directions as shown in Fig. 29.
The internal forces acting at the two ends of leach bay 
can be expressed in terms of the displacements at the 
adjacents diaphragms (eq. II.2-29)• These equations 
are referred to the "member coordinate system" and by 
suitable axis transformations, they can be referred to 
the "general coordinate system" (Fig. 30). The equil­
ibrium conditions for an elementary section of box 
surrounding a diaphragm can then be expressed in terms 
of displacements and referred to the "general coordinate 
system", leading to a set of simultaneous equations when 
carried out for each diaphragm.
The force-displacement equations for a single bay . 
(II.2-29) as given in the analysis of straight beams, 
only include torsional, distort!onal and warping system 
of forces and displacements, since only skew symmetrical 
external loads were assumed acting upon the structure. 
Due to the curvature of the beam, it will be necessary 
to modify these equations in order to include the rel­
ations between the vertical shear forces S and bending
«y
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Straight bays
Discrete diaphragms
P L A N
Fig. 29
General coordinate 
system
fy
Torsional,distortionaland warping 
forces and displacements Si 
are shown, in Fig.18
iM / l
Fig. 30
zA /■( / v V-
Member coordinate 
sysjem
Ay1
General coordinate 
system \
U  i ■ I i > ' - i  . 1  ' V  I 1 1  1 .  t  I > •
T=Mvsino<.
?'TT^sirL‘i
Mx
Ba sine<
Pure torsional ' * Pure d is to rtiona l
11 0
moments in the vertical plane with its correspond­
ing vertical displacements a and hending rotations 9.
In matrix form:
Q ' ^Ji ^13 0 0 1/ - - + o o u *
V cx21 ^ 3 0 0 V - - + 0 o V
X = ^3j to
vw 0 0 LU + - — p 0 o uu
% 0 o 0 *44 e 0 o o ^  +, 6
_5y
rJ/L -
0 0 0 <^ 55
L
I
L-J
0 o 0 “
L
I
“  Q" - ' . O O u™ > -  o 0 u
V — — ■ — e> O V +• + - 0 a V
X 4* ' 4- P o O UJ + — ; - .+ o o UJ
Mx 0 o. • 0 — 6 0 o o j- f G
sy_
LL
0 0 o "h — I
i-1
o o o ?_
where, Mx = Mx/a; . S^S^/a, 9-9/a, $ = S/â
In condensed form, .
si-1 ,i= A i-.l + ^  i
Si,i= X Y^B A h  ^  i-1 + ^  i
IV. 1-4 8
The Y matrices for bay i are all the same, except 
for the changes in the sign and the substitution of p  
and «4V2 for c/33 and ^  respectively, in Y^g and 
Yg^. The values of the elements are given by
and' | 4^ rr f
25 f 
5 jf F J 0 o
f - F  >
42?
I* * Y
? <5 0
> n f f  *
4%
r
> , 0 O
o o o JÆüL , i
_ 6jCxk 
1*
.0 0 o — ^  Ixx »
where,
JZcFf
4 _ 
fF*
4 F4*
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In order to express the equilibrium conditions, 
these equations must be referred to the "general coor­
dinate system". The transformation matrices adopted, 
for this particular case, which permit the forces and 
displacements in the "member coordinate system" to be 
referred to the "general coordinate system" are as 
follows:
Qr cos^ 0 o - S i  Hoi 0 a':
[/' 1-C0SV 1 0 Sin ^ 0 V
(a)X' = 0 0 i 0 0 X
% s fn o 0 C05d( 0 Rx
i-ft
O 0 0 C7 1
i
U‘
V
LU'
e'
5'
t-l,L
COS 1-COS ci o
sinV -sinoi 
o o
0
1 
o 
0
-S'Mo( ô
O O
O O
Cou o
0 Ï
-H
U
V
LU
ë
&
r
L  J  1 -4 , L
: iv. i-49
where o<! is the angle made by the longitudinal axes z 
and z® of the "member" and "general coordinate system"
respectively.
, V : ' i
! • In adopting the transformations matrices given, 
above the following assumptions have been made :
a) the terms giving the transformation of the 
pure torsional (Q), bending (M^ .) and 
shear (S ) forces are identical to those
v - ■
given in the analysis of skeletal ! struct­
ures. The bending moment M%. and the
vertical shear force S have been modified
' ' J i •
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into M and S^ r, in order to have the x y
transformations compatible with the expre­
ssions adopted to represent the actual 
. torque (Qxa).
(ii) the warping and distortional forces and 
displacements are invariable to any axis 
transformations• Results from the analysisw 
of beams with a continuous diaphragm med­
ium justify this assumption.
(iii) the bending and torsional system of forces, 
will produce a system of distortional for­
ces when transform to the "general coordin­
ate system", of magnitude equal to
V  — M % S irw  + G. ( l -  ccs^) ; 
the first term gives an approximate value 
of the effect due to a bending moment M .
It can be obtained by assuming the bending 
stresses to be concentrated as single 
forces at the corners of the box (Fig.5^ ) y 
by projecting these forces to the "general 
coordinate system" a twisting couple of 
magnitude li^sin is obtained, this couple 
can be split into a pure torsional and pure 
distortional system of forces, the latter 
of magnitude
■
hence, Mx
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(iv) the distortion of the cross section will 
produce bending and pure rotation of the 
cross section, of magnitude equal to 
ô z = -  V sirw 
U * = vCl-
These expressions give the effect of the rotation 
of the vertical webs when the cross section is distort­
ed.
' * .
It can be shown that the work produced by the
forces and displacements in the "member coordinate 
system" is equal to the work produced by the corres­
ponding forces and displacements in the "general co­
ordinate system", i.e.
[5']ta ' = [ s ] ta  • ■
CHAPTER Y
MODEL EXPERIMENTS
Two model experiments were carried out, both using 
perspex models. The first was on a straight box beam, 
simply supported (Model Experiment No 1) and the second 
was on a two span continuous circular box beam (Model 
Experiment No 2). Both models were tested under vertically 
acting .distributed twisting loads of uniform intensity.
The object of the experiments was to investigate 
the distortional behaviour of the box beams, and compare 
the experimental results with the theoretical values 
obtained by means of the theories discussed in previous 
chapters.
The vertical deflexions of the webs and the 
horizontal deflexions of the horizontal walls were 
measured by dial guages. It was then possible to 
separate the,distortional component of the deflexions.
The stiff-jointed rectangular frame formed by the 
walls was assumed to provide a continuous diaphragm 
medium. At the supports (end and intermediate) perspex 
plates of 1/16 in. prevented distortion of the cross 
sections.
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calculated from the formula given by the manufacturers
The modulus of elasticity E for each testj was
E-[5.2G-.042 tJ xJO6 - $3000 /ogff+l)
6
where, T is the room temperature in °C
t is the* time in hours, between the application
of the loads and the reading of. the deflexions.
1.1 MODEL EXPERIMENT NO 1.
The dimensions and general arrangements are 
shown in Fig 32. , Both ends were glued to 22 in. 
square perspex plates of -g- in., clamped at their 
extreme edges to rigid bulkheads. A pattern of 3 in. 
diameter holes cut in the end plates ensured that 
the box was supported without warping restraint 
(simply supported) whilst providing full torsional 
fixity to the box. The perspex plates were also 
assumed to prevent distortion of the end cross
sections
; Vertical loads of 10 lb. at 8,23 in. interval 
were applied as'shown in Fig 32..., producing 
equivalent vertical twisting couples of uniform 
intensity equal( to 7.1212 lb.in/in. :
The in-plàne deflexions of the webs and 
horizontal walls were measured at three different
positions. The experimental values of the
distortional angle were then calculated by means 
of Eq.ii.2.-3 and they are given in Fig 33.
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M ODEL TEST No.1
E xp erim en ts
L/6 L/3 1/2 L 2
H e%penm. -.OJ32Ô -02 OÇ -.0241. — - - ' -  :
èheor. 0 -oia 7 -.0207 -,0234 -.0207 ■ -0127 0
Fig. 3 3
P R O P E R T IE S  OF THE CROSS SECTION  
(S T A G E  I I )
X
a 5. 675 "
b 5. 875"
"
ib 7 / 6 "
tv 7 / 8  "
n 7.7447
K 26.11693 lb/in.
Aw 4. 31445 in.2 .
W /w 291  225 .6 Ihin.3
A • 0  4 7 744S l\n .
\  3 ... 1
’ •t . ‘
h ,  —I
b .
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The properties of the cross section and 'the ,
. theoretical values of (Eq.11.2.-22) are also 
given in Erg. 3.3.. The modulus of elasticity E 
; : adopted for the theoretical values was 4*035 lb/
sq.in., which corresponds to the following | 
conditions ' -I y
■ ■ r;: T = 22°C
t = 1 hour.
The comparison of the experimental and theoretical
: ! : : ' j
results shows a good agreement between them.
Overall vertical deflections of the cross section
; were observed, and which ought to be zero. They
' must be due to errors introduced in the application
of the loads, slight movements of the supports and
lack of symmetry, which nevertheless did not affect
the distortional behaviour of the box beam.
1.2 MODEL EXPERIMENT NO 2. I
' . ■ . y , ; • ■ , ■ ... . ... !
The dimensions.of the model and the general 
arrangementsare shown in Fig 34- and photographs •
1 and 2. I
The same end support conditions, as described 
for the model test No 1, were used. The tests 
were carried out for two different support 
conditions at the intermediate support, where a 
perspex plate 1/16 in. thick was provided in the 
interior of.the box. The first, denoted as 
support condition No 1 (3.1., Chapter III) consisted
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Phofr2
of a single vertical support at the centre line of 
the cross section, which allowed the model to 
rotate about the vertical axis. This condition 
was provided by using a small ball bearing ^ in, 
diameter, on the top of a steel rod which was fixed 
to the supporting frame (Fig $4. ,).
The second denoted as support condition No 2.,
consisted of two vertical supports which provide 
restraint to vertical displacements of the webs as
shown in Fig 34. ). ;
In both cases, provision was made, although it 
was not fully effective, for transverse horizontal 
displacements of the cross sections.
Vertical loads of 8 lb. at 8.4 in. intervals 
were applied as shown ini Fig 34 V, producing 
equivalent vertical twisting couples of uniform 
intensity equal to 7.643 lb.-in/in. : The beam was 
tested for the loads acting, firstly on both spans 
and secondly on a single span. !
The in-plane deflections of 'the wébs andi 
horizontal walls were measured by dial gauges at 
four different intermediate positions in each span. 
The loading of the beam was repeated 1 at least twice 
for each loading and support condition. The average 
of the more consistent readings were then taken as 
the actual experimental results. Table 3 Shows the
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T A B L E  3
z
e
\
Support condition No.1 Support condition No.2
ReadingA(in.) Reading B(in.) Reading A(i n  ^Reading B(in.)
.3 L .
Vi -.0402 -.0345 -.0341
Ub -.0223  • -.0 222 ■ -.0204 : -.0200
V* /  . 4 2 # 4-. 022 8 + .0176 +.0166
- .OJ23 0JJ5 -.0156 -.016  0
.71
Vi -.036 2 -. 0344 -.0229 -.0234
Ub -.0162
■'V-..—  '
-.0144 -.0140 -.0129
V4 + .0 2 69 +.02 59 +.0153 +.0140
U + -  . 005 5 -.0047 ' -.0050 t  . 0066
i"
T A B L E  4
z  • S upport condition No.1 Support c o n d it io n  No.2
\ Left span(in.) Right spanW Left span(in) Right spanfin.)
3 L V i -.0411 -.O'3 9 7 -.0346 -.03 32
Vg + .0226 . +.0214 +.0176 ; +.0167
, 5 L
•i- - - - - - - - -
Vj - .0  469 -.0435  . - .0  346 -.0358
v 2 |__+. 0265 + .0255 +.0187. +.0 18 7
'■ 1 2 3  ! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .  
order of magnitude of the differences observed for
different readings under the same loading and
support conditions. For symmetrical loading, and
i .
the beam being symmetrical, the measured deflections 
for sections equidistant from the centre support 
ought to be identical. Table 4 shows the differences 
obtained for some readings.
These discrepancies must be due to unintended 
assymetry in the geometry of the model, errors in 
the application of the loads and in the measuring 
of the deflexions. !
The deflexions at the intermediate supports were
measured for both support conditions. For the 
6 ’ 1 
support condition No 1 the values of the deflexions
showed overall vertical deflexions varying from
.0005 in. to .001 in. They were produced by the
relative displacement of the model to the ball
bearing,.which made the cross section to rotate
about a point outside the vertical axis of
symmetry. The use of ball bearings at the top
and bottom of the single vertical support could
improve the behaviour of this type of support.
These effects may be regarded as negligible if
compared with the actual deflexions in the beam.
i For the support condition No 2, vertical 
deflexions of the webs at the centre support were 
observed, which ought to be zero. Differences
were also observed between the deflexions of the 
horizontal walls, at the centre support, which 
ought to be identical. These deflexions produced, 
overall vertical deflexions of about .0005 in., 
overall rotation varying from .00006 to .00012 
radians and distortion of about .00015* They 
must be due to errors introduced with the type of 
centre support adopted and the flexibility of the 
concentrated diaphragm at that support. Although, 
the magnitude of these deflexions would hardly 
affect the distortional behaviour of the structure,
they still could introduce greater errors 
overall deflexions.
for the
The experimental values of the distortional 
angle were calculated from the deflections of the 
individual. walls "(Eq. JV. j - 8 ). , The theoretical 
results were obtained as described in 1.5J, Chapter 
IV. The modulus of elasticity E adopted jwas 
4.23 x-.IO? Ib/sq.in. , which corresponds to the 
following average conditions
T = 18°G :
t = 1 hour. . |
The curves comparing the theoretical and 
experimental values of the distortional angle 
for both support conditions are shown in Figs 351 
37, 39 and 4i . For both spans loaded the values 
agree closely over almost all the beam, the main 
disagreement being near the intermediate Support.
For a single span loaded the values do not agree as
well, especially for the support condition No 2.,
the disagreement "being within 10%. This increases 
■ in '
„orf the magnitude of the disagreement was probably 
due to the errors introduced in the intermediate 
supports and which affected more the continuity of 
the structure when only a single span was loaded.
This adverse effect may also be observed,!when 
comparing the values of for both spans loaded, 
obtained directly from the experiments (Figs 35 
and 39)•and those obtained by superimposing exper­
imental results for a single span loadedCFi<£5*37dncMi),
The curves comparing the theoretical and exper­
imental values of the total vertical deflexions of the 
webs (V1, V2) for both support conditions are shown 
in Figs 36, 38 , 4-0 and 42. In general the dis­
crepancies were slightly bigger than for the 
distortional angle ^ , but they may be explained by 
the fact that the total vertical deflexions Vj and 
i Vn include over all bending and pure rotations of 
the cross sections, and were therefore more 
susceptible to errors introduced at the supports 
and at the applications of the external loads, as 
may be observed when comparing the theoretical and 
experimental values of the pure rotation. \ 6 of the cross 
sections given, in Figs 43 and 44. |
: ■ . !
Although approximations have been introduced in 
' ’ : V  ; ; ■
the theoretical, analysis, as it will be discussed
126
later, the magnitude of these approximations were 
rather small. It' may be concluded that since 
there is reasonable agreement between the theoretical 
and experimental results it is probable that the - 
discrepancies are mainly due to experimental errors.
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JS (radions)
Theory
------- Expert njenis
i Support
dL ,3L £ L 1L JL  L
i
E ^ p erim , -00501/ -.01205 ‘ -.01269 -.00658 -00221) ■ —
^ T h e o r , v 0 -.00517 -.01238 -.01301 -.00795 -00157 0
F/g.35
y On.)
•— -— Theory 
 — -Experiments
' Rentre ' 
support
+.010
+.0Z0
+.030
\
Expanm. -0170 -.0415 -0465 -035 -.0175 -.0133
Theor. -.01748 -.0419 -.0408 -.0329 -.0155 -0122
v Experim. t.00935 +0215 +.0270 +.0250 ; +.0170,+.015
2 Theor, +00735 +.01875 +.0230 +.0200 +.013T+.0122
d Fig.36 
Support condition No.1
(both spans loaded).
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"015
.010
.005
^  (yadions) I
Iii1i r im e n h
R e n tre .
^support
i
ZL
.1 L . .31 ,5'L .7L 3
yFxperim. -.00445 -.01081 - ~0I/34 -.00688 -00145 +0001
ÏT h e o r . -:Ô0459 -.01061 -.01123 • -00675 '00116 0
Fi g. 3 9
Theory
Experiments
! Centre 
! support
-030
-020
-.010
+.010
%
Exptrim- -.0243 • -0336 ' -0356 -.0220 -  0062 -.0005
Theor, 0 -.01433 -:0341 -0354 . -  027+ ' -  00416 ' 0
> :
Expert m. + Ô076 - +.0167 + 020 + 015 +0057 +.0008
Theor. 0 +00536 +.0140 +.Ô155 +.0110 +.00286 o
Fi g. 40 
Support condition No.2
(£>oth spans /oac/ed)
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Some of the more general theories of twisting.of 
straight and curved thin walled box beams have been 
introduced in the previous chapters. A further discussion 
of them and some of the conclusions obtained from the 
numerical solutions carried out will be given. ' •
1.1 STRAIGHT. BOX BEAMS
'  .  •  .  j .
The exposition of the corresponding 
theories has been given according to the 
following groups :-
Ci) box beams with rigid cross section
(ii) box beams with a continuous| 
diaphragm medium i
(iii) box beams with concentrated 
diaphragms.
The first theory includes the I effect of 
the secondary shear flows equilibrating the 
torsional warping stresses which are pro- 
, duced by restraint against longitudinal 
displacements in a beam under pure j torsion. 
This theory also provides a first stage 
solution for beams with deformable[cross 
section by permitting the effects of the
133
pure torsional loads to be obtained.
The theory, as given in Chapter II, applies 
only to unstiffened (without longitudinal 
ribs) and constant cross section', but it 
can be extended to stiffened, multicell and/ 
or variable cross section [4].
The second theory, based on Dabrowski * s 
work [5], applies to rectangular single cell 
box beams with a continuous diaphragm medium 
provided by the frame action of the walls.
This method considers the splitting of the 
analysis in two stages. In the first stage 
the effects of the pure torsional loads is 
obtained. In the second stage, the effects 
of the pure distortional system of loads are 
investigated (distortional warping), the 
.influence of the shear strains are considered, 
negligible. If necessary however, both shear 
and- bending can be allowed for in one operation.
Some numerical examples have been given 
in Cahpter II. A box beam, 84- in. long, was 
solved for four different cross sectional 
dimensions and subjected to uniformly distrib­
uted twisting couples equal to 7• 64-3 lb. in/in. 
The frame action of the walls was assumed to 
provide a continuous diaphragm medium.
The first and second stage solutions, together 
with the properties of the cross sections are
given in pages 5J and 4 6 .
13/.
T A B L E  5
:■ ■ i  4 (torsional) load:m
°w(torsional)
load: M
(distortior) 
lo a d :m
°Mx  
load : p
Cross section 1 1 i  4 5 "  64 .2 4 4 /6 / ) / 2.44 ^ 4 7 6 135 16/r)*-
Cross section 2 I 1 64 " f . 3 4 6  ,, 13.5 * 312.1 " ^44 *
C ro ss  secti on3 1 1  
64  -  ^ 6 j.ÇèO « 264.2 // ^
Cross sect io n 4 1 1 
/ 2  "  ^ 6 '.980 <  ‘ il. 62» , 13.5 n ' . 694 »
Ffg.45
T A B L E  6
C ross
section
No.
Tranjsverse bending stressés
rr  6.
v distort, 
( a ) (b)
1 j/% ////
2 ^ 6 40  I " t505 Ï6/tnz
;3 J^a42j // 32 630  „
| A Î93A\ » i j Y 4 .  * : !
/ ■ /
Fig.46
Table 5 shows the maximum values of the
■ ■! . 
torsional. (stage I) warping : stresses and
the distortional (stage II) warping stresses
0^ for the different beams at oneiof the
corners of the top flanges, : they occur at :
midspan, with the exception of the :distortional
warping stresses of beam No 4 which occur at
0.1b. The ratio thickness (t) to depth
(a,b) of the individual walls are also given.
In order to compare the magnitude of"these
stresses, table 5- shows the corresponding
bending stresses G^x at midspan produce b y z
uniformly distributed vertical loads of such •
intensity that acting eccentrically on one ;
of.the vertical webs (Fig 45) would produce
twisting couples of the same magnitude used
for these examples. The torsional warping
stresses (TJ^at midspan for the same beams
«loaded with a concentrated torque M of
magnitude M x L are also given in the same
table. By comparing all these results,
the following conclusions may be obtained
(i) for uniformly distributed vertical 
twisting couples, the torsional 
warping stresses are rather small 
in comparison with the distortional 
warping and pure bending stresses 
produced by the same load.
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(ii) the effect of torsional warping • 
stresses'is more important for 
concentrated loads acting on the 
beam, although its effects are 
mostly local as it can be seen from 
Fig 47, which shows the spanwise 
variation of a unit warping moment . 
applied at one of the supports of
i,: a simply supported beam (cross
section Mo 1) by. assuming a rigid 
and a deformable cross section 
respectively. ! j -
(iii) distortional warping stresses 
could become very important for
' flexible cross sections, which 
shows the need to provide 
; additional concentrated diaphragms.
* V. V For fairly thick walls, as shown
in beam Mo 4, they become rather 
; small.
• ‘ A pure distortional system of forces not
only produces longitudinal warping |stresses 
'but also stresses the box transversally acting
■ j
as a frame, producing bending moments at the 
corners of values given by e^ . IIJ2.-10 and 
which vary linearly. . Table 6 shows the value
. I
of these bending stresses V (distortional) at
. " I ■i . ■
the right corner of the top flange jand for the
beams of the previous examples. • The values 
of the bending stresses at the same! points 
but due to the single vertical loads acting 
along the centre line of the beam (Fig 46) 
are also given in the same table, j
By comparing these values, it can be
!seen the importance of the stresses j produced 
by the distortional forces in the transverse 
direction, and that even for fairly;thick 
walls (beam No 4) they can be of considerable 
magnitude. Furthermore, their effect at the 
bottom corners could be of more importance.
The analysis of distortional. warping 
for beams with a continuous diaphragm medium 
(stage II) is an analogous problem to the 
beam over elastic foundations, and.solutions 
can be obtained by taking advantage of the 
above mentioned analogy. Solutions may also 
be obtained for multicell rectangular box 
beams, by substituting in the governing 
differential equa-tions given in Chapter II 
(2.1) the corresponding distortional 
properties of a multicell box frame.
The relative high magnitude of the 
distortional warping stresses for rather . 
flexible cross sections, makes necessary the 
use of additional concentrated diaphragms; .
138" . '! " r ' '' '
the problem being analogous to the beam over 
elastic foundations and continuous' over rigid 
supports.
When the distortional/ stiffness of the 
cross section (by the frame action) is too 
small in comparison with the stiffness of. the 
concentrated diaphragms, that may be neglected, 
a different approach in the methods of analysis 
may be used, analogous.to the beam over 
discrete elastic supports. The box beam is 
thought as a series of bays between diaphragms 
which can be solved by means of flexibility,, 
(influence coefficients) or displacement 
method, as described in Chapter II (2.2).
The &ik or influence coefficient method 
\[6] provides a straightforward solution for ; 
single span beams with constant cross section 
and also symmetrical beams of variable cross 
section with symmetrical loads. For more / 
complex beams, i.e., assymmetrical: beams, 
continuous beams over rigid supports etc., 
the straightforwardness of the method becomes 
less immediate, especially for a relative 
highly number of intermediate diaphragms.
The displacement method [?] may be regarded 
as more suitable for the analysis of such
complex box beams, although ; an electronic
' !
computer will be required because of the
" ■ . ' ' ! 
number of simultaneous equations that result.
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A beam with a continuous diaphragm 
medium may be analysed as a beam with discrete 
diaphragms by concentrating the distortional
■ stiffness of the cross section at certain 
places, and vice versa. The most important 
advantage of the discrete diaphragm approach 
is that variation in cross section, support 
conditions, and loading are easily allowed
■ for. ' p
BOX BEAMS CURVED IN PLAN
The theories given in the previous 
, chapters' (III and IV) have been similarly 
outlined to the case of straight box beams,
: i.e.,
(i) curved box beams with rigid cross 
; section
(ii) curved box beams with a continuous 
. . 1 diaphragm medium ' .
(iii) curved box beams with concentrated 
diaphragms,
in which the curvature of the beam for the 
first two is assumed circular but not 
necessarily for the last. ; In all then the 
beam is assumed to have no restraint against 
transverse horizontal displacements which 
could introduce bending moments in the 
horizontal plane. i
Similar conclusions to those given for 
straight box beams with regard to the methods- 
of analusis, importance of the torsional and 
distortional warping stresses may also be 
regarded as valid for the case of curved beams 
and they will not be mentioned further. The 
following discussion is mainly concerned with 
the effects of the support conditions and of 
the curvature on the distortional behaviour 
of the box beams with deformable cross section
The support conditions considered have 
been denoted as support condition No 1 
(Figs. 21 and 2?) and No 2 (Figs. 22 and 27) 
When reference is made to numerical results, 
they have been obtained for a circular beam 
'having the same cross sectional dimensions, 
span and radius of curvature of the beam used 
in the model test No 2 (Figs 27 and 28) and 
also subjected to uniformly distributed >*
twisting couples of the same magnitude.
In order to compare the magnitude pf these
: i
results, they have also been expressed as a 
proportion of the maximum bending moment Ma
produced by uniformly distributed !vertical
■ • , i
loads p=m/2a (Fig 45) acting on the single 
' 1 | 
span circular beam of rigid crosslsection.
Influence of the support conditions for 
circular beams with rigid cross section.
For single span beams, the bending and 
torsional warping moment throughout the beam 
are the same for both support conditions 
(Tables 1 and 2 Chapter III). Figs ,52,
55, 54. and 50 show by dotted lines the 
bending moment, torque and vertical deflexions 
for the single span beam under uniformly 
distributed twisting couoles and for both 
support conditions. Although the bending 
moment is the same, the vertical deflexions 
and the maximum torque are considerably 
increased for the support condition No 1 with 
respect to No 2.
For continuous beams, the intermediate 
support conditions may have considerable 
"'influence in the continuity bending moments. 
Figs 51") 52 , 55 and 54 show the bending and 
torsion moment diagram for the two span 
continuous beam with both spans loaded by ; 
•uniformly distributed twisting couples 
(analysis in page 10? ) . The change in the 
bending moment at the intermediate support 
from ohe support condition to the o|ther is 
of about . 15Mo. Although they are! shown 
as hogging moments, they can;be reversed for
. ' 1 I
twisting couples in the opposite direction.
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Curved box beams with deformable cross 
section.
The analysis of box beams with a 
continuous diaphragm medium is also • 
carried out in two stages as described 
for straight beams. Similar conclusions 
regarding the influence of the torsional 
warping stresses obtained in the case of 
straight beams may also be considered valid 
for this case.
• The governing differential equation
of the distortional warping (stage TI,)
for a curved box beam is given in Chapter
• .
IV (eq.IV.1.-19). By comparing this-
equation with the corresponding equation
for straight beams, it can be•seen that •
both equations are basically the same. , '
The distortional behaviour of a straight
■
and a curved single span beam subjected 
only to pure distortional external forces . 
are identical, i.e., the same warping 
and distortional stresses and displacements 
are obtained. For external leads, other 
than pure distortional loads additional 
distortional forces are introduced in 
the single span beam by.the existing
bending stresses (Fig 26) which are
i
obtained from the first stage solution.
U 3
It can then he said that for-single 
span circular beams, the results from 
the stage II are identical for| both 
support conditions (Figs 21 and 22).
The magnitude.of the distortional 
forces produced by the bending stresses 
has been given by N /2r(eq.lVi 1-12.
; . J
this expression differs from the one given 
by Dabrowski ( M^/2r) in which the factor 
1/2 was missing.' This difference was 
found when checking the reciprocity of 
the influence coefficients for a unit 
bending moment and a unit warping moment 
applied at one of the supports as described 
in section 1.3., Chapter IV. j
Fig 48 shows the spanwise variation
, of the distortional angle Y for the single
* ■ . ! 
span circular beam and also for a straight
i
beam having the same span and'cross 
sectional dimensions, both under 
uniformly distributed twisting couples.
The difference between those values gives 
the amount introduced by the bending 
stresses in the curved beam, which for 
this particular case is of about 2%.
If the bending stresses produced by the 
uniformly distributed vertical loads
1U
(Fig 43) were considered, the variation . 
on the distortional angle !f could be 
considerable, up to 127% for this part­
icular case if only the first term of 
the series (eq.IV.1.-26) is taken.
It was mentioned earlier that the 
distortional behaviour defined by the , 
distortional angle / and warping stresses , 
CTwjj; , of a curved and straight ‘beam under 
pure distortional forces are identical. 
Nevertheless, additional overall vertical 
deflexions and pure rotation of the cross 
sections will occur in the curved beam due 
to the distortion of the cross section . 
which will have to be superimposed on the 
corresponding deflexions obtained in the 
stage I analysis. Fig 45 shows the 
distortional vertical deflexions (stage II) 
of these webs for the single span 
circular beam under uniformly distributed
twisting couples, together with the
! .
corresponding deflexions that would occur 
in a straight beam having the same.values 
for the distortional angle Y. . ' Fig 30 
shows the overal vertical deflexions 
produced by the distortions of the cross 
section (stage II) and the vertical 
deflexions of the same beam obtained by 
assuming a rigid cross section (stage I).
U 5
. . ' . "! ' - 
It can be seen how important the dis­
tortion of a curved beam with a fairly 
flexible cross section; may become with ' 
regard to the overall vertical deflexions 
and consequently to the end bending 
rotation at the supports.
' In the analysis of continuous curved
beams with deformable cross section
: : ■ - 
(1.3. , Chapter IV) the bendin'g and the
warping moments at the intermediate
supports are taken as the statically
: I '
indeterminate forces. The Corresponding 
equations of compatibility must include 
the results from both stages for the 
influence coefficients and end displace­
ments due to the external loads, with the 
exception of the warping moment influence 
coefficients which can be obtained directly 
from the Stage II of the analysis, neglect­
ing the effect of the shear deformations. 
The equations of compatibility for the 
theoretical solution of the model test No 2 
are given in Section 1.3.1 Chapter IV.
The influence coefficients /(^and «Sfz » 
which ought to be identical show small 
differences of about 1.0% to 1.3%, because 
of neglecting the shear deformations when 
calculating the warping moment influence 
coefficients. ,
U 6
• The final bending, torsion and 
warping moment diagrams for the two span 
continuous box beam with a continuous 
diapraghm medium (model test No 2) under 
uniformly-.distributed twisting couples 
acting on both spans in.Figs 31., 32 . 53,
54, 55 and 56. The comparison of these 
results with those obtained by assuming';,
"a rigid cross section which-are also 
given in the same diagrams, shows how • 
important is the influence of the cross 
sectional distortion on the' bending
i
moments at the intermediate supports of 
continuous curved b e a m s a n d  consequently 
the torque distribution. The final 
distribution of the longitudinal stresses 
and transverse bending stresses at the 
intermediate support, 9L and midspan cross 
sections for the two span continuous beam
mentioned above are given in pa^e 153-
' - - I . " ' " "
An approximate method of ; analysis of 
curved box beams with concentrated 
diaphragns have been proposed. It is 
based in Richmond's displacement solution
[7] for straight box beams. Although 
this method has not yet been evaluated 
numerically, the writer thinks that further 
research on these lines should be of great 
help to the structural engineer.'
U7. | '
It may be concluded that the main 
effects of the distortional warping on 
V a curved beam are :- '
(i) the additional distortional 
forces introduced by the overall 
bending stresses,
(ii) ' the variation on continuous
. , beams of the bending moments 
• at the supports. =
Some of the numerical results cited 
’ above, correspond to a beam which may be 
. regarded as fairly curved and having also 
a fairly flexible (distortionally) cross 
section. The influence of the distor­
tional warping would probably be higher 
for t,his particular case than for similar 
major concrete bridge structures in 
practice. Nevertheless, it can not be .
. said that this influence would always •
: become negligible, until an approximate 
estimate for each particular condition 
is obtained. . |
' .■■■ ■ . ■ ■ j
In the field of metal structures 
relatively small curved box beams may be 
used that correspond closely to the one 
examined here. It is clear that the 
effect of distortion could be of primary 
importance. j
Although restricted to the linear
—  ' I -
"behaviour of curved box beams, this work 
suggests certain conclusions applicable 
to "limit state" and ultimate load 
analysis. The interaction of bending
. r> . i :/ '  • '
and distortion means that any -loss of 
stiffness in the frame action of the 
cross section will cause deflexions and 
moments to be increased which could leazd 
to limiting cr ack sizes in the main 
girder or even failure through hinge 
rotation , ; !
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NOTATION
A -  enclosed area o f the cross sechon
AtiAbiAy— oreo o f the top, boftorr? and 
S/ertico/ H/a/ls
, Ay* b* tv
0 ,6 - width and depth o f the cross sed 
A * - according eÿ. I.2 ..-7  
B - warping moment 
E  - Young's modu/us o f E la s tic ity  
E '- E /1 -Vz
d£ - spancuise variation o f warping d i- 
ôp/ace ments
G -  shear modulus
Jxx, ly y  -  second moment o f area about 
the x and y axes
I T - torsion constant ô fa single cell tube
I T - torsion constant o f a mulh'ceii tube 
I c - central moment o f inertia
I qj* -  warping second, moment o f area 
K  -  distorfiona/ stiffness ofl/ie cross sxf.
k - V/( GT/E'Twi
L — span length
t j  -  concentrated tw isting couple
Mx, My -bending moment in the vertical 
Cyz) and horizontalfxz) planes
M - uniformly distributed twisti/ig coupks
to itm2 -  transverse bending moments a t  
the corners Ctvp andbottom)o£ the 
cross section.
P  -  concentrated vert Cat loads
p  -  uni form ty  distributed vertical loads
if - shear flo w
T - radius o f curvature
ri , rz~ radios o f curvature o f the inner 
and outer vertical waits
-distance from the cross section's 
profile to the centre o f tw ist (shear centre) 
5.x y 5/ -shear forces in the x and y  direc­
tions
S & *  -  according to eg. JL.1 .-2 0  
Sfr, 5v  -  according to eg. ÏÏ.  2r  1 2  
T - section torgue
iy *" thickness o f the top, botfom and 
vertical walls (F/g. 5  )
U ,V ,W -  displacements o f a point o f the cross 
secrion in the X^yondz directions,
ty, V£ - displacements in the y direction 
of the inner and outer waits
Wj Hi-basic transverse distribution o f the 
w or ping displacements (figs. S'f ? )
X ,y  -  principal axes o f the cross section
y distance from the shear centre to the 
' S centroid.
z - longitudinal axis
— according to  eg. IT: 2 - lh
«K - central angle ofacira/hr beam
Ÿ -  angular coordinates
f  i f i ' -  angular coord nates o f the concentr­
a ted  loads CFig. 20)
Y  -  d is - to r f io n a langle 
Ys -  s h e a r s t ra in s
, &g- bending rctdfions atthe supports 
o f a simply supported beam.(dv/dz)
€  -  nor mat strains
e  -  angle o f  rotation o f the cross section 
<9y- rotation o f  the vertical w alls  
q ~  according to  eg. II. 2 .-9  
A^VKlhWA*1
/<-!- It/ T C
E t  > E z  — g enem ti zed orarp lag digolaœm&lfc 
Oflhe supports o f a simply supported
gf -  torsional déforma tion in a carved beam  
and equal e+ v /r
tangential displacements
V -  Fo/sson's ra tio  
< r -  norm al stresses  
O ijj- (varping stresses 
T  -  shear s tresses
(  Yt C y,etc  -  first, second,^:., derivat­
ives with respect fb z
*  -  denote, quantities corresponding là 
Saint Venante torsion
XjJZ- denote quantities corresponding to 
the firstand second-^ oe analysis 
VvV^ °
